TERMINAL CHARTS

AUSTRIA

Eferding, LOLE, EFF 16 JUL 20 LINZ RADAR freq 119.75 chgd to 125.685.
Hb Hofkirchen, LOLH, EFF 16 JUL 20 LINZ RADAR freq 119.75 chgd to 125.685.
Innsbruck, LOWI, EFF 28 MAR 19 TMZ LOWI-W extend chgd: from the W to 1.5 NM E of REP NOVEMBER 1 in a straight line from N to S.
Linz Ost, LOLO, EFF 16 JUL 20 LINZ RADAR freq 119.75 chgd to 125.685.
Marazell, LOGM, TEL Apt (03882) 2262, 06643584118 (mobile), 06642260515 (mobile), 06646212246 (mobile).
Micheldorf, LOLM, CTA (E) N border moved 0.4 NM to the north.
Niederoiblarn, LOGO, EFF 10 SEP 20 Non-compulsory REP GRÖBMING (N47 26.4 E013 54.1) estbl.
Scharnstein, L LoLC, CTA (E) N border moved 0.4 NM to the north.
Seitenstetten, L OLOT, EFF 16 JUL 20 LINZ RADAR freq 119.75 chgd to 125.685.
Stockerau, LOAU, EFF 10 SEP 20 Compulsory REP GREIFENSTEIN (N48 21.3 E016 14.5) chgd to non-compulsory.
Timmersdorf, LOGT, Compulsory REPs ECHO (TE) (N47 22.8 E015 05.7), NOVEMBER (TN) (N47 25.6 E015 00.4), SIERRA (TS) (N47 20.5 E015 00.7) and WHISKEY (TW) (N47 23.9 E014 49.5) estbl.
Weiz, (Unterldnitz), LOGW, EFF 13 AUG 20 GRAZ RADAR freq 123.025 chgd to 120.440.
Wels, LOLW, EFF 16 JUL 20 LINZ RADAR freq 119.75 chgd to 125.685.
VDF on freq 119.750 withdrawn.
Wien, (Schwechat), LOWW, Area chart: EFF 10 SEP 20 Compulsory REPs MAISSAU (N48 34.7 E015 49.8), SCHÖNBERG (N48 31.8 E015 42.2), STOCKERAU (N48 25.0 E016 01.1) and GREIFENSTEIN (N48 21.3 E016 14.5) chgd to non-compulsory.
Wiener Neustadt/Ost, LOAN, EFF 27 MAR 20 TORA/LDA 1067m estbl.
RCLL withdrawn.

BELGIUM

GENERAL
Text section 2.2: EFF 10 SEP 20 EB-D 38 (GND/FL 150), EB-D 39 (2500/FL 245), EB-TSA 32A (GND/4500), EB-TSA 32B (GND/4500), EB-TSA 34A (GND/4500) and EB-TSA 34B (GND/4500) estbl.

TMA Brussels and TMA Charleroi airspace class (B) chgd to (C).

Antwerpen, (Deurne), EBAW, EFF 18 JUN 20 MONITOR 128.990 freq estbl for Nieuw Milligen TMA sector G1.
TEL: Apt Operator 032856520, Fax 032856501.
TWR 03285659-08, -09, Fax 032812984. MET 032856916.
E-Mail info@antwerpairport.aero
Handling agents: ASL Jet Handling, TEL 035350233, E-Mail handling@aslgroup.eu, Web http://www.aslgroup.eu; Flyinggroup, TEL 032853476, 032868609, E-Mail handling@ flyinggroup.aero, Web http://www.flyinggroup.aero
Until 31 MAR 22 Due to construction works 2 cranes up to 237’ erected within N TFC circuit, 0.9 NM NW of THR 11.

Brussels, (Brussels National), EBBR, EFF 13 AUG 20 ALS 07L estbl.
Until APRX 10 APR 21 Lighted OBST (Cranes) up to 339’ will be erected 1.1 NM SW of THR 07L.

Hoevenen, EBHN, EFF 18 JUN 20 MONITOR 128.990 freq estbl for Nieuw Milligen TMA sector G1.

Liege, EBLG, UFN All markings on Apron South will be chgd. During works, the zone impacted will be closed. All ACFT will be guided by a follow-me car to chgd zones. The execution period of each stage and other details will be announced by NOTAM.

Until 06 AUG 21 Lighted crane 772’ erected 0.2 NM S of AIS+MET Terminal building.

Moorslede, EBMO, EFF 01 JAN 20 AFIS call sign for Kortrijk RMZ chgd from KORTRIJK RADIO to KORTRIJK INFORMATION.

Namur, (Suariee), EBNM, RWY 24L and 24R RH traffic circuit, RWY 06R and 06L LH traffic circuit.

Oostende Brugge, (Ostend), EBOS, EFF 10 SEP 20 Temporary Reserved Area EB-TRA 14 chgd to Danger Area EB-D 39, limits unchanged, PTO.

Saint-Ghislain, EBSG, Airport 065600204, Fax 065600205. Restaurant 065642727. Aeroclub 049528666 (mobile).

St Hubert, EBSH, EFF 10 OCT 19 EB-TSA25 (4500/FL 95) estbl, PTO, activity info from Semmzerake ATCC.
EFF 10 SEP 20 Temporary Segregated Areas estbl: EB-TSA 32A (GND/4500) estbl 3 NM SW of AD, EB-TSA 32B (GND/4500) estbl 3 NM S of AD, EB-TSA 34A (GND/4500) estbl 3 NM NW of AD, EB-TSA 34B (GND/4500) estbl 3 NM NE of AD, all PTO. Danger Area EB-D 33 withdrawn.
St Truiden, (Brustem), EBST, Tel Apt 011580989, 0473976199 (mobile). Apt Operator 0476400510 (mobile).
AD PPR, DEC-JAN 1000-1600LT, FEB 1000-1700LT, MAR 1000-1800LT, APR-AUG 1000-2000LT, SEP 1000-1900LT, OCT 1000-1800LT, NOV 1000-1700LT. O/T 24hr PPR during SR-SS.
Fuel F+3, UL-91, Jet A-1 (Credit card).

Zoesel, (Oostmaalle), EBZR, TEL: ACB 033115513. PPR 0474324083 (mobile).
AD op hr Fri 1600LT - SS+30min, Sat Sun Hol SR-30min - SS+30min, O/T O/R.

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Banja Luka, LQBK, EFF 13 AUG 20 Holding patterns at REpS W and E estbld.

CANARY IS

Gran Canaria, GCIP, Area chart: EFF 19 JUL 18 RMZ (G) established within FIZ (G) La Gomera with same lateral and vertical limits.
EFF 30 JAN 20 until APRX 28 JAN 21 WIP in the manoeuvring area which includes expansion of accesses to THR 03L/03R, OBST compliance in TWY/RWY strips & safety distances in shoulders and installation of an arresting system on THR 21L. The work will be conducted in 12 phases. Temporary & partial closure of RWY 03L/21R, RWY 03R/21L & TWYs may occur. The works require closures of facilities in the manoeuvring area. Any operational incident will be published by NOTAM. Caution is recommended due to the presence of personnel and machinery. Pls check current NOTAMs.

Hierro, GCCH, EFF 19 JUL 18 RMZ (G) established within FIZ (G) Hierro with same lateral and vertical limits.

La Gomera, GCGM, EFF 19 JUL 18 RMZ (G) established within FIZ (G) La Gomera with same lateral and vertical limits.

La Palma, GCLA, Until APRX 30 JUN 21 Pavement improvement works on RWY and North Apron will take place in several phases. The start and end dates of each phase and any operational incident will be published by NOTAM. Caution is advised due to the presence of personnel and machinery.

Lanzarote, GCRR, Until APRX 01 JAN 21 RWY 03 THRls not available.

Tenerife-North, GCEO, EFF 26 MAR 20 RWY Incursion Hot Spot HS1 withdrawn. HS2 renamed to HS1.

Tenerife-South, (Reina Sofia), GCTS, CAUTION: Glare may be produced by hand-held lasers. Crew should report any such event and its possible location to ATC services. Birds on and in vicinity of AD.

CROATIA

Dubrovnik, (Cilipi), LDDU, AD op hr 0600-2200LT.
ATS op hr H24.
EFF 27 FEB 20 Danger area LQ-D2 withdrawn RCLL 11/29 estbld.

Split, (Kastela), LDSP, EFF 11 OCT 18 If no contact on TWR FREQ, contact SPLIT RADAR.

Vrsar, (Criješka), LDPV, TEL: Apt Operator 091944110 (mobile), 0915251108 (mobile), Fax (052) 441354.

Zadar, (Zemunik), LDZD, AD op hr: 0600-2200LT, O/T PPR via E-Mail till 1900LT. ATS hr: H24.
EFF 10 SEP 20 Wind turbines up to 1698' estbld APRX 2 NM NE of REP 'E4'.

CZECHIA

GENERAL
EFF 20 AUG 15 VOR/DME 'BNO' FREQ chgd to 114.45.

Benesov, LKBE, EFF 10 SEP 20 UFN Construction work at AD will be carried out in three phases.
Phase 1: RWY 09/27, TWY C and part of TWY A BTN two unpaired areas leading from RWY 09/27 to TWY A will be CLSD. Phase 2: RWY 06/24 and TWY C will be CLSD. Phase 3: RWY 09/27, TWYs B, C and unpaired areas leading from RWY 09/27 to TWY A will be CLSD. Pls check current NOTAMs.
EFF 18 JUN 20 UFN RWY 06/24 narrowed to 30m, RWY 09/27 narrowed to 40m.
The road in front of THRls shall be overflown during TKOF and LDG at least 50' from the lowest part of the ACFT or towed object.

TWY D established south and parallel to RWY 06/24 joining TWY C.

Breclav, LKBA, RWY 08/26 width chgd to 60m. GLD strip with dimensions 800m x 40m estbld.

Ceske Budejovice, LKCS, AFIS service changed to Radio service. Callsign changed from BUDJOVICE INFO to BUDEJOVICE RADIO. TWY B & T and Apron Middle chgd to opened. PAPI removed.

Cheb, LKCB, Unpaired TWY A chgd to paved and moved on closed paved surface. TWY E removed.

Chotebor, LKCT, MTMA (D) Caslav (1000' AGL/FL 95): MTMA expires & ASP class (D) changes to (E) if MIL APP out of service.
Until 27 JUL 20 MTMA Caslav 1000' AGL/FL 95 temporary suspended.

Frydlant, LKFR, EFF 18 JUN 20 Temporary Reserved Area LK-TRA GA Velky Javornik (4000'/FL 95) estbld APRX 6 NM SW of AD, covering the remaining part of TMA (D) Ostrava 2, S of Kuncice Pod Ondrejnikem village, PTO.

Havlickuv Brod, LKHB, Until 27 JUL 20 MTMA Caslav 1000' AGL/FL 95 temporary suspended.

Jaromer, LKJA, EFF 30 JUN 18 RWY HRADEC KRALOVE sector I (GND/4000') and sector II (1000' AGL/4000') estbld over ATZ Hradec Kralove and overlining outside of this ATZ APRX 1 NM. Contact freq for both HRADEC KRALOVE 122.005.

Jihlava, LKJI, The road west of THR 10 shall be overflown during TKOF and LDG at least 50’ from the lowest part of the ACFT or towed object.
Karlový Vary, LKKV, EFF 13 AUG 20 Grass TWY F extended to southeast. South of TWY F South Apron (grass) estbd.

Kolin, LKKO, MCTR (D) Caslav: MCTR expires & ASP class (D) changes to (G) & (E) if MIL TWR out of service. MTMA (D) Caslav (1000' AGL/FL 95): MTMA expires & ASP class (D) changes to (E) if MIL APP out of service. Parallel operation (simultaneous TKOF or LDG) on RWY 03L/21R and RWY 03R/21L is not possible. Taxing allowed only on RWY.

Until 27 JUL 20 MCTR Caslav GND/5000' and MTMA Caslav 1000’/AGL/FL 95 and 5000’/FL95 temporary suspended.

Krizanov, LKK, MCTR (D) Namest: MCTR expires & ASP class (D) changes to (G) & (E) if MIL TWR out of service. MTMA (D) Namest (1000' AGL/FL 95): MTMA expires & ASP class (D) changes to (E) if MIL APP out of service.

Krnov, LKKR, AD elevation chgd to 1204'. ARP coordinates chgd to N50 04.5 E017 41.7. RWY 12/30 width chgd to 18m, RWY length chgd to 756m, TORA/LDA same as new RWY length.

Kyjov, LKKY, EFF 28 FEB 19 TMA (D) Brno I lower limit chgd to 2500'. North TWY designation N and south TWY designation S estbd.

Mnichovo Hradiste, LKMH, Grass RWY 08/26 narrowed to 30m. TEL: Apt Ops 326721973, 603197336 (mobile). Apt Operator 485105040.

Pardubice, LKPĐ, EFF 28 FEB 19 RMZ Hradec Králové II withdrawn. TEL: Handling 460002872, 460002873, 724462462 (mobile), Fax 460002870, MIL TWR 973333171, 973242440, Fax 973242097, MIL ARO 973333175, Fax 973242300.

Until 27 JUL 20 MCTR Caslav GND/5000' and MTMA Caslav 1000’/AGL/FL 95 and 5000’/FL95 temporary suspended.

Podhoraňy, LKPN, Until 27 JUL 20 MCTR Caslav GND/5000' and MTMA Caslav 1000’/AGL/FL 95 and 5000’/FL95 temporary suspended.

Policka, LKPA, Closed RWY completely withdrawn. MTMA (D) Pardubice (1000’ AGL/FL 95): MTMA expires & ASP class (D) changes to (E) if MIL APP out of service.

Praha, (Ruzyné), LKPĐ, EFF 10 SEP 20 until 31 MAR 21 OBST (Cranes) up to 1397' erected 0.9 NM NE of REP 'TANGO'.


Prerov, LKPO, PAPI 06 (3.0'), 24 (3.0') estbd.

Příbram, LKPM, TWY E estbd W of TWY D.

Príblš, LKPI, MTMA (D) Caslav (1000’ AGL/FL 95): MTMA expires & ASP class (D) changes to (E) if MIL APP out of service.

Until 27 JUL 20 MCTR Caslav 1000’/AGL/FL 95 temporary suspended.

Prostějov, LKPJ, Temporary segregated areas LT-TSA 2 B & C withdrawn.

Rokycany, LKRY, TWY connecting RWY with Hangars withdrawn.

Sazena, LKZŠ, EFF 12 SEP 19 RWY 15R/33L width reduced to 93m.

Stichovice, LKSB, EFF 01 FEB 18 LT-TSA 2 sectors A-B upper limit chgd to FL 660. EFF 29 MAR 18 Temporary restricted area LT-TRA6 radius chgd to 3 NM.

Tachov, LKTD, Krizenc ATZ permanently withdrawn.

Ústí Nad Orlicí, LKOU, MTMA (D) Pardubice (1000’ AGL/FL 95): MTMA expires & ASP class (D) changes to (E) if MIL APP out of service.

Vrchlabí, LKVR, TEL: Apt 777455865 (mobile).

Fuel: F-3 (self-service with Twin Trans cards, without card within op hr, O/T O/R). AD op hr: 15 APR-15 OCT 0910-1600LT, O/T O/R 24hr. PPR for ACFT with total length of 9m or more or with MAX fuselage width more 2m.

Zbraslavice, LKZB, MTMA (D) Caslav (1000’ AGL/FL 95): MTMA expires & ASP class (D) changes to (E) if MIL APP out of service.

Until 27 JUL 20 MCTR Caslav 1000’/AGL/FL 95 temporary suspended.

DENMARK

GENERAL

EFF 16 AUG 18 SKRYDSTRUP LOCAL ATS AREA (FIS) contact frequency chgd from 127.475 to 124.100.

VOR 'VES' perm withdrawn.

Aalborg, EKYT, AD experiences large bird activity in the western part of the AD area usually concentrated over the water (the Limfjord) around dawn and the late afternoon hours. Crews are encouraged not to use INT TKOF from RWYs 26R/26L during mentioned periods due to increased risk of birdstrike.
EFF 13 AUG 20 GA Parking area slightly extended to SW. Parking PSNs 11 & 12 estbld on area.
Aarhus, EKAH, E-mail aar@aar.dk
Anholt, EKAT, TEL AD 30920844 (mobile). Apt Operator 46191114, Fax 46191115.
Billund, EBKI, EFF 24 MAY 18 HEL TWY designated as T W Y H .
Bornholm, (Ronne), EKRN, CS RONNE APPROACH chgd to RONNE TOWER.
Karup, (Midtjylland) Luthavn), EKKA, TEL: ARO/PPR 97100610, 40622206 (mobile, outside AD op hr), Fax 97100665. Apt Operator MIL 72843111.
Kolding, (Vamdrup), EKVD, TEL Apt Operator 75581877. AD 75581717 (selfservice). Web https://luthavn.kolding.dk
AD op hr AD: 0700-2200LT. Self-service only when Office closed. When office closed the PIC must as soon as possible leave a note in the tower mailbox, send an E-Mail or use the reporting system on the airports web informing about the operations made during this period and PIC contact information. 2200-0700LT airport closed, commercial operations may take place-strictly PPR to Office.
F-3, Jet A-1 (Self-service H24, major credit cards).
Randers, EKRD. Fuel Jet A-1 (self service; Dan Card or credit card, local customer card can be obtained by TEL 51639065 (mobile)).
Rarup, EKRA. Restricted area EK-ROD3 (GND/3500') estbld in SE corner of chart APRX 2.7NM from AD (S of N55 44.0, E of 009 56.0).
Sonderborg, EKSB, BOVRUP BRÖAGER, FYNShav & NORDborg holding patterns withdrawn.
Viborg, EKVB, PCL for RL RWY 11/29 AVBL on freq 123.50.

ESTONIA
Parnu, EEPU, Until 09 SEP 21 AD not usable for air operations due to reconstruction works on RWY, Apron and TWYS. Low APCPs above the RWY are not permitted. The minimum flight altitude above the AD is 500'. Pilots check current NOTAMs.
Viljandi, EEVI, UFN Due to trees in APCH/DEP areas RWY 22 LDA and RWY 04 TORA reduced to 500m. RWY maintained in entire length and available for use under pilot's own responsibility.

FINLAND
GENERAL
EFF 25 APR 19 All FIS sectors call signs chgd from TAMPERE RADAR to HELSINKI CONTROL.

Alavus, EFAL, EFF 25 APR 19 Danger areas: EF-D147A, EF-D147B, EF-D147D, EF-D147E renamed to EF-D120A, EF-D120B, EF-D120C, EF-D120D.
Halli, (Halli AB), EFHA, PAPI (3.5') estbld for RWY 08.
Hanko, EFHN, Until 31 MAR 21 Temp Danger area EF-D 621 E (GND/FL 60) estbld, 3.8 NM west of AD along west margin of chart, Temp Danger area EF-D 621 F (GND/FL 60) estbld covering the entire chart apart from the area which is already covered by EF-D 621 E . ASP will be activated by NOTAM, on the day of operation coordination should be made either by calling the person in charge of the flight operation, the phone number will be announced in activating NOTAM, or during flight on freq 133.325.

Helsinki, (Malmi), EFHF, Until 31 MAR 21 Temp Danger area EF-D 621 H (GND/FL 60) estbld, 4 NM SW of AD. Temp Danger area EF-D 621 J (GND/FL 60) estbld, western border of ASP is APRX 3.5 NM SE of AD. ASP will be activated by NOTAM, on the day of operation coordination should be made either by calling the person in charge of the flight operation, the phone number will be announced in activating NOTAM, or during flight on freq 133.325.

Helsinki, (Vantaa), EFHK, EFF 10 SEP 20 Apron 1W extended in NE direction by APRX 200m, Until 28 OCT 20 Due to reconstruction work on APN 1N TWY AC is closed between TWY AD and ACFT stand 28.
Until 30 JUN 20 Reconstruction work on Apron 1 continues. TWY AV is closed between TWY AH and ACFT stand 31 as well as TWY AC between ACFT stands 25 and 29. ACFT stands 26-28 & 131-134 are not in use.
Until 31 MAR 21 Temp Danger area EF-D 621 H (GND/FL 60) estbld, 9 NM SW of AD, on the W side of EF-D 159 B.Temp Danger area EF-D 621 J (GND/FL 60) estbld APRX 8 NM SE of AD. ASP will be activated by NOTAM, on the day of operation coordination should be made either by calling the person in charge of the flight operation, the phone number will be announced in activating NOTAM, or during flight on freq 133.325.

lisalmi, EFlI, MCTA (D) Kuopio completely withdrawn.
VOR “KNI” (N64 17.0 E027 39.4) perm withdrawn.
Jyvaskyla, EFJY, EFF 13 AUG 20 until 10 SEP 20 Due to resurfacing work RWY 12 is not in use, new THR 12C displaced by APRX 800m: RWY 12C/30 length 1800m, declared distances same as RWY length. THR and PAPI 12C AVBL. ALS 12 not AVBL, no Approach lighting system for RWY 12C estbld. TWYS A, J, K, N and TWY T (between TWYS A and V) are closed to traffic. Please check current NOTAMs.
Kitee, EFIT, EFF 12 NOV 15 Danger area EF-D122 renamed to EF-D149, limits unchanged.
Kumlinge, EFKG, Until 31 MAR 21 Temp Danger area EF-D 621 B (GND/FL 60) estbld, covering the entire chart. ASP will be activated by NOTAM, on the day of operation coordination should be made either by calling the person in charge of the flight operation, the phone number will be announced in activating NOTAM, or during flight on freq 133.325.
Kymi, EFKY, Until 31 MAR 21 Temp Danger area EF-D621 L (GND/FL 60) estbld APRX 6 NM SE of AD. Temp Danger area EF-D621 M (GND/FL 60) estbld, northern and southern edge locates respectively 1.7 NM and 6.5 NM S of AD. ASP will...
EUROPE

be activated by NOTAM, on the day of operation coordination should be made either by calling the person in charge of the flight operation, the phone number will be announced in activating NOTAM, or during flight on freq 133.325.

Lappeenranta, EFLP, EFF 25 APR 19 OBST 652’ within ARR/DEP route SE of REP ‘HANNA’ raised to 659’.

Fuel: Jet A-1 (by NOTAM).

Mariehamn, EFMA, Until 31 MAR 21 Temp Danger area EF-D 621 A (GND/FL 60) estbld, covering the entire chart. Activity in sub-part can be restricted or, if necessary, ceased for traffic entering EFMA CTR and TMA. ASP will be activated by NOTAM, on the day of operation coordination should be made either by calling the person in charge of the flight operation, the phone number will be announced in activating NOTAM, or during flight on freq 133.325.

Menkijarvi, EFME, EFF 25 APR 19 Danger area EF-D140A renamed to EF-D120A and danger area EF-D140B renamed to EF-D120B, limits unchanged.

Oripaa, EFOP, EFF 12 NOV 15 Restricted area EF-R113 upper limit chgd to FL 190.

EFTU TMZ estbld with same lateral and vertical limits as Turku TMA, H24.

Pori, EFPO, If necessary, the number of ACFT cleared to fly in the AD traffic circuit is restricted by ATC.

Pudasjarvi, EFPU, EFF 12 NOV 15 Danger area EF-D119A renamed to EF-D144A, danger area EF-D119B renamed to EF-D144B, limits unchanged.

Pyhasalmi, EFY, VOR "KNI" (N64 17.0 E027 39.4) perm withdrawn.

Ranua, EFREU, MCTA (D) Rovaniemi completely withdrawn. Protection Zone withdrawn.

Rautavaara, EFRA, EFF 12 NOV 15 Danger area EF-D120 renamed to EF-D145A, limits unchanged.

Seinajoki, EFSE, Highest OBST height chgd from 804’ to 816’, PSN: N62 46.7 E022 48.3.

Turku, EFTU, Until 31 MAR 21 Temp Danger area EF-D 621 C (GND/FL 60) and EF-D 621 D (GND/FL 60) estbld respectively along W and S side of CTR (D). ASP will be activated by NOTAM, on the day of operation coordination should be made either by calling the person in charge of the flight operation, the phone number will be announced in activating NOTAM, or during flight on freq 133.325.

Utti, (Utti AB), EFUT, EFF 10 SEP 20 RWY 07 LH TFC circuit crosswind and base legs reduced APRX 0.2 NM in SE direction, downwind leg chgd accordingly. ARR route N of AD moved APRX 0.1 NM in SE direction to join RWY 07 LH TFC circuit.

Wredeby, EFWB, Until 31 MAR 21 Temp Danger area EF-D 621 L (GND/FL 60) and EF-L 621 M (GND/FL 60) estbld respectively APRX 13.5 NM SE and 8 NM S of AD. ASP will be activated by NOTAM, on the day of operation coordination should be made either by calling the person in charge of the flight operation, the phone number will be announced in activating NOTAM, or during flight on freq 133.325.

Ylivieska, EFYL, VOR/DME "KAU" (N63 07.4 E023 03.4) perm withdrawn.

FRANCE

GENERAL

EFF 10 NOV 16 TMA Chambery 1 lateral limits changed (expanded to W), vertical limits 3400’ (1000’ AGL)/FL 95, airspace class changed to (D).

EFF 10 NOV 16 TMA Chamb ery 2 lateral limits changed (expanded to W), airspace class changed to (D).

EFF 10 NOV 16 TMA (D) Pyrenees 1, limits changed to 2500’ (1000’ AGL)/FL 145.

EFF 10 NOV 16 TMA (E) Lyon 6 limit changed to 3500’ (1000’ AGL)/FL 115.

EFF 10 NOV 16 TMA Lyon 1.2 completely withdrawn, TMA (C) Lyon 1 enlarged to this area, 2500'/4500’.

EFF 10 NOV 16 TMA Lyon sectors 2.1 - 2.5 completely withdrawn. TMA (C) Lyon 2 extended to this area, 4500'/FL 65.

EFF 10 NOV 16 TMA Lyon sectors 4.1 - 4.4 completely withdrawn. TMA (C) Lyon 4 extended to this area, FL 65/FL 115, class (C).

EFF 31 MAR 16 TMA (D) Montpellier 1-9 upper limit changed to FL 145.

Information regarding aerodromes Alderney, Guernsey and Jersey to be found under country name UNITED KINGDOM.

LF-R 205/2 (1500’/2500’) established within lateral limits of TMA (A) Paris 2, LF-R 205/3 (2500’/3500’) established within lateral limits of TMA (A) Paris 3, LF-R 205/4 (3500’/4500’) established within lateral limits of TMA (A) Paris 4, LF-R 205/5 (4500’/FL 65) established within lateral limits of TMA (A) Paris 5, LF-R 205/7 (FL 65/FL 85) established within lateral limits of TMA (A) Paris 7 & LF-R 205/9 (FL 85/FL 115) established within lateral limits of TMA (A) Paris 9.

Text section 2.2 Airspace Restrictions: Until 21 APR 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Beynes (GND/1100’) estbld.

Text section 2.2.4: EFF 14 SEP 20 until 24 SEP 20 LF-ZRT Chateau Neuf (GND/3500’) estbld.

Text section 2.2.4: Until 21 APR 21 LF-ZRT Cessales A (GND/500’ AGL) and B (500/1000’ AGL), LF-ZRT Longages (GND/500’ AGL) and LF-ZRT Septfonds (GND/500’ AGL) estbld.

Text section 2.2.4: Until 21 APR 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT 289 Sanguinet (GND/1800’) estbld.

Text section 2.2.4: Until 21 APR 21 Temporary Restricted Areas LF-ZRT 251 St Astier with sectors: A (GND/1000’), W (GND/2500’) and E (GND/2500’) estbld.
Text section 2.2.: EFF 03 AUG 20 until 21 APR 21
Temporary Restricted Areas LF-ZRT Chaumont (GND/FL 55), LF-ZRT Juvacourt (1000' AGL/FL 55), LF-ZRT Patroller A (FL 55/FL 95), LF-ZRT Patroller B (FL 55/FL 95) and LF-ZRT Transit (FL 85/FL 95) estbd. Times of activity: May be activated 24H from Mon 0700LT to Fri 1200LT, EXC Hol. Activity info by CHAMUMONT A/A, SEINE INFO, PARIS INFO, PARIS ACC 120,950, BALE INFO, SAINT DIJER APPRCH, RAKI or back up CRC 119,700. Type of Restriction: Compulsory avoidance. Remarks: ZRTs replacing the portions of airspace with which they overlap.

In case of activation of LF-R 213 A Nord Est, ZRT PATROLLER A, B and TRANSIT cannot be activated. ZRT CHAUMONT and JUVANCOURT can be activated excluding the portion overlapping with LF-R 213 A Nord Est. ZRT Chaumont when it is active, coexists with LF-R 5C Chaumont-Bois de Villiers le Sec. OPS authority: 61 e Regiment d'artillerie, Tel.: 06 71 28 66 07 or 03 25 35 96 05 or 03 25 35 96 58.

Text section 2.2.: EFF 03 AUG 20 until 23 OCT 20
Temporary Restricted Areas: LF-ZRT Emd (GND/1000' AGL) and LF-ZRT Bergerol (GND/1000' AGL) estbd. Times of activity: May be activated Mon-Thu: 0600-1600LT, Fri: 0600-0400LT. Activity info by LE LUC APPRCH, LE LUC ATIS, NICE INFO. Type of Restriction: ZRTs entry PPR from the managing authority. Remarks: ZRTs replacing the portions of airspace with which they overlap. OPS authority: Before activity: Ecole militaire de Dragaignan Tel: 04 83 08 15 82, COMALAT Tel: 01 41 28 82 13 or 01 41 28 82 14; During activity: Ecole militaire de Dragaignan Tel: 06 08 14 39 63.

Text section 2.2.: EFF 03 AUG 20 until 31 DEC 20
Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Billard (GND/200' AGL) estbd. Times of activity: May be activated from Mon-Thu: 0700-2230LT, Fri: 0700-1100LT. Activity info by VALENCE INFORMATION. Type of Restriction: Entry PPR from the managing authority. Remarks: ZRT replacing the portions of airspace with which it overlaps. OPS authority: Before activity: 1er Regiment de Spahis, Tel: 04 75 78 62 74, COMALAT, Tel: 01 41 28 82 13 or 01 41 28 82 14; During activity: Directeur d'exercice, Tel: 06 20 98 68 95.

Text section 2.2.: EFF 30 JUL 20 until 21 APR 21
Temporary Prohibited Area LF-ZIT Les Alluets (GND/1500') estbd. Times of activity: H24. Type of Restriction: Entry prohibited including for drones, EXC ACFT with authorization from Les Alluets Centre manager. Remarks: ZRT replacing the portions of airspace with which it overlaps. OPS authority: Les Alluets Centre manager, Tel: 01 81 76 11 70 or 0677 32 08 07.

Text section 2.2.: Until 15 JAN 21
Temporary Restricted Areas (ZRT) estbd.

Ceze (FL75/FL135), Beaucarne (FL65/FL135), Vaucrise (4500'/FL135), Eyguières (4500'/FL135), Gordes (FL65/FL135), Alpilles(4500'/FL135), Senas (4500'/FL135), Pelissanne (4500'/FL135), Durance (FL65/FL135), Luberon (FL75/FL135). Times of Activity: Activity from SR-30 to SS+30. Actual time slots and upper limit provided by PROVENCE APPROACH. For ZRT Senas, Durance, Luberon, Pelissanne: PROVENCE APPROACH 124,350.For ZRT Ceze, Beaucarne, Vaucrise, Alpilles, Eyguières, Gordes: PROVENCE APPROACH 132,300. Type of restriction: GLD activities reserved only for the organisations who signed a Protocol with the ZRT managing authority. GLD FLTs without transponder during activity time slots. Entry PPR PROVENCE APPROACH. Radio contact mandatory with PROVENCE APPROACH. Remarks: Replacing the portions of airspace with which they overlap.

Text section 2.2.: EFF 08 SEP 20 until 10 DEC 20
Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Carcans (GND/FL 195) estbd. Times of activity: May be activated by NOTAM Tue-Thu: 0730-1130LT, 1300-1800LT. Activity info by Cazaux APP, AQUITAINE INFO and Bordeaux CTL.

Text section 2.2.: EFF 13 AUG 20 LF-R 335 time of activity ‘Sat: 0700-1200LT, EXC JUL-AUG’ withdrawn.

Text section 2.2.: EFF 14 SEP 20 until 18 DEC 20
Temporary Restricted Areas LF-R 400 DEP (GND/500'), LF-R 401 Manche 1 (GND/1500'), LF-R 402 Manche 2 (GND/1500') and LF-R 403 Manche 3 (GND/1500') estbd. Times of activity: May be activated by NOTAM Mon-Fri: 0800-1800LT, EXC 11 NOV 20. Activity info by LILLE INFO and LONDON INFORMATION.

Text section 2.2.: Until 03 FEB 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Châteauneuf-les-Martigues (GND/300' AGL) estbd. Times of activity: May be activated Mon-Fri: SR-SS. Activity info by Marseille TWR.

Text section 2.2.: Until 15 JAN 21
Temporary Restricted Areas (ZRT) and Temporary Danger Areas (ZDT) estbd (part 1/2): ZRT C1 (GND/2000'), ZRT C2 (GND/2000'), ZRT C3 (GND/2000'), ZRT/ZDT C4 (GND/2000'), ZDT C5 (GND/4000'), ZDT C6 (GND/4000'), ZDT C7 (GND/1500'), ZRT/ZDT SM1 (GND/4000'), ZDT SM2 (GND/4000'), ZDT SM3 (GND/4000'), ZDT SM4 (GND/1500'), ZRT/ZDT SM5 (GND/1500'). May be activated from MON to FRI 0930-1730LT. Activity info by ZARA APP 119.900, MARSEILLE INFO, BASTIA APP, AJACCIO APP, AJACCIO INFO, CCMAR MED 127.975, ISTRES TWR, CAMARGUE CTL, NICE INFO 122.925, MONTPELLIER INFO.
Text section 2.2: Until 15 JAN 21 Temporary Restricted Areas (ZRT) and Temporary Danger Areas (ZDT) estbd (part 2/2): Type of Restriction: ZRT entry PPR from managing authority. Remarks: ZRT and ZDT replacing controlled airspace and portions of particular status airspace with which they overlap. ZRT/ZDT areas are ZRTs for portion located within 12 NM from coast and ZDTs beyond 12 NM from coast. ZRT: Entry possible after authorization from managing authority. ZDT: Collision avoidance is not provided for remotely piloted ACFT in Flt. OPS authority: C4, C5, C6, C7, SM1, SM2, SM3, SM4 and SM5 - CCMAR MED; C1, C2 and C3 - CMC ISTRES.

Text section 2.2: Until 30 JUN 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Feyzin (GND/500’ AGL) estbd.

TMA Lille lateral and vertical limits changed.

Agen, (La Garenne), LFBA, EFF 07 NOV 19 Special caution is required to the pilot when entering and leaving the stand especially at the fuel stations when stand C4 is occupied. Parking PSNs AVT1, AVT2 (AVGAS) and AVT4 (designated from W to E) SW of the fuel stations estbd.

Aix, (Les Milles), LFMA, EFF 13 AUG 20 Auto information in fr only.

Albert, (Bray), LFAQ, PAPI 09/27 angles 3.0°/3.0° estbd.

Paved area estbd BTN TWY B and Hangar ACB. Unpaved PRKG area estbd S of unpaved RWY.

Albertville, LFKA, EFF 15 AUG 19 Albertville AD name chgd to General Pierre Delachenal.

Albi, (Le Sequestre), LFCI, EFF 05 JAN 17 RWY 09 TORA and LDA changed to 1200m during active racing circuit. EFF 05 JAN 17 TORA/LDA for RWY 09 chgd to 1560m/1485m


Ancenis, LFFI, Circuit patterns training prohibited: 01 APR-30 SEP 1230-1430LT on Sun and Hol, reserved for home-based ACFT on Sun and Hol. Preferred RWY 07 due to environment (noise abatement procedure).

EFF 02 APR 15 TMA Nantes Sector 1 withdrawn; Sector 2 renamed to Sector 1.1; Sector 3 renamed to Sector 2; Sector 4 renamed to Sector 3. Sector 5 renamed to Sector 4 and extended to the S. Vertical limits adapted to new Sectors.

EFF 28 FEB 19 NANTES APPROACH freq 124.42 chgd to 124.430.
PCL available.

Annemasse, LFLI, Compulsory REP’s established: ‘E’ (N46 20.8 E006 21.8), ‘N’ (N46 21.3 E006 09.2), ‘W’ (N46 13.7 E005 59.7), ‘SW’ (N46 07.3 E005 54.0), ‘S’ (N46 08.0 E006 06.0), ‘SE’ (N46 12.8 E006 10.4). Non-compulsory REP’s: ‘BIVLO’ (N46 11.8 E006 15.2), ‘MOLUS’ (N46 26.6 E006 40.8).

GENEVE ARRIVAL 136.25 chgd to 136.255 and GENEVE DEPARTURE 131.32 chgd to 131.330. GENEVE ATIS freq 135.57 chgd to 135.580.

Arcachon, (La Teste De Buch), LFCH, EFF 04 JUN 20 until 21 APR 21 LF ZRT-289 Sanguinets (GND/1800’) estbd over water next to AD Cazaux.

Argentan, LFAJ, EFF 30 MAR 17 Restricted area LF-R149G completely withdrawn.

Auch, (Gers), LFDB, EFF 27 FEB 20 PAPI 18 chgd to 3.5°.

Autun, (Bellevue), LFOF, Caution: OBST (trees) up to 1070’ APRX 400m N of THR 18 and up to 1050’ APRX 120m S of THR 36.

Avalon, LFGE, TWY designation estbd: A for southern TWY, B for northern TWY.

Bagnoles De L’Orne, (Couterne), LFAO, EFF 30 MAR 17 Restricted area LF-R149G completely withdrawn.

Bar-Le-Duc, (Les Hauts De Chee), LFEU, EFF 30 MAR 17 Restricted area LF-R45N5 identification changed to LF-R45N5.1.

Western part of TWY designated TWY A and eastern part of TWY designated TWY B.

Bar-Sur-Seine, LFFR, TWY leading from THR 11 to PRKG area designated A, TWY leading from THR 29 to PRKG area designated B.


Beaune, (Challanges), LFGE, HEL Air TWY estbd BTN TWY perpendicular to RWY and hangar NE from AD facilities. Text: ‘Caution: OBST (trees) up to 706/751’ APRX 500m/900m in front of THR 03.’

Bedarieux, (La Tour-Sur-Orb), LFNX, Unpaved TWY estbd between RWY and Hangar.

Belfort, (Chaux), LFGB, EFF 29 MAR 18 Restricted area LF-R209A designation changed to LF-R209.

Belves, (Saint Pardoux), LFIB, EFF 12 NOV 15 TMA Aquitaine Sector 8.1 renamed to Sector 8. Lateral and vertical limits unchanged.

Bergerac, (Dordogne Perigord), LFBE, ARR/DEP route SW1 unusable if model flying area 9417 active.

Bernay, (St Martin), LFPD, TORA RWY 28 chgd to 1115m.

VORTAC ‘EVX’ freq 112.40 withdrawn.

Berre, (Marignane), LFTB, Until 03 FEB 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Châteauneuf-les-Martigues (GND/300’ AGL) estbd between LF-R 186 and HEL REP ‘HA’, PTO.

Besancon, (La Veze), LFQM, EFF 12 SEP 19 AFIS call sign LA VEZE INFORMATION chgd to BESANCON INFORMATION.

LDA RWY 23 changed to 1340m. OBST in front of THR 23 with a height of 1282’ estbd.

Beynes, (Thiverval), LFPP, EFF 30 JUL 20 until 21 APR 21 Temporary Prohibited Area LF-ZIT Les Alliots (GND/1500’) estbd. Lateral limits of the ASP is circle with radius 800m located around highest OBST (909).
Until 21 APR 21 Temporay Restricted Area LF-ZRT Beynes (GND/1100) estbd with lateral limits identical to those of area LF-D 568 A.

Biscarrosse, (Parentie), LFBS, LF-R170A (GND/4000') and LF-R170B (4000/FL 195) estbd with same lateral limits as LF-D170. LF-D170 withdrawn.

THRVL AVBL on paved RWY.

Bordeaux, (Merignac), LFBD, Until 30 DEC 20 Works on apron A take place. Following restrictions apply: Phase 2: TWY P1 closed part time. Phase 4: TWY E1 closed. All other phases and restrictions do not apply for GA ACFTs. PIs check current NOTAMs.

Bourg, (Ceyzeriat), LFHS. In downwind leg avoid overflying nearby cities.

Brioude, (Beaumont), LFHR, EFF 12 SEP 19 Western TWY reshaped (now parallel to RWY 15/33) & Apron enlarged.

VOR ‘SF’ permanent decommissioned.

Caen, (Carpiquet), LFRK, Until 04 NOV 20 Renovation and compliance works (Part 1/2): The intermediate holding position A will be removed throughout the works. All arriving ACFT will be guided by follow-me car. PPR mandatory. At the end of phase 1 (until APRX 24 JUL 20): THR 13 (THR ELEV chgd to 224') and 31 (THR ELEV chgd to 234') of unpaved RWY will be displaced towards E. Two new TWYs with access to THR 13 and 31 of unpaved RWY and new holding positions H1, H2 and H3 will be estbd. Unpaved RWY 13/31 length will change to 800m. TWYs G1 and G4 will be renamed to RWY H. Phase 2 (EFF 27 JUL 20 until APRX 28 AUG 20): Closure of part of the paved apron NE from unpaved apron. Extension of paved apron with 4 PRKG stands NE of TWY H.

Until 04 NOV 20 Renovation and compliance works (Part 2/2): Phase 3 (EFF 31 AUG 20 until APRX 11 SEP 20): Closure of NW part of the paved apron. Four PRKG stands on the paved apron extension. Works to connect paved apron to TWY A1 will be carried out at night. AD will be closed during 3 or 4 nights. STAP and PCL will be deactivated. Phase 4 (EFF 14 SEP 20 until APRX 23 OCT 20): Closure of NW part of the paved apron. 4 PRKG stands on the paved apron extension. Each phase EXC phase 1 will be activated by NOTAM.

Cahors, (Lalbenque), LFCC, EFF 21 JUL 16 Under certain weather conditions, paired aeroplanes and gliders of the based gliding centre (Centre de vol à voile Lotois) are likely to take-off RWY 31 while RWY 13 is in use (in that configuration ACFT using RWY 13 still have priority).

Calais-Marck, LFAC, EFF 14 SEP 20 until 18 DEC 20 Temporary Restricted Area LF-R 403 Manche 3 (GND/500') estbd NW of PARIS FIR border, PTO.

Cannes, (Mandelieu), LFMD, EFF 13 AUG 20 Random wildlife strike hazard.

Carcassonne, (Salvaza), LFMK, PAPI 28 chgd to 3.5°.

Castelnau, (Magneac), LFDQ, Caution estbd: OBST (trees) up to 1033° APRX 100m in front of THR 22.

Chambery, (Aix-Les-Bains), LFLB, Caution note regarding PAPI chgd to: 'Use of PAPI 36 beyond 5 NM prohibited'.

Chartres, (Metropole), LFOR, Crossing areas (formerly designated as overtaking areas) on TWY B SE of THR 27/E of THR 27 designated B2/B1.TWY BTN THR 09 and paved area NW of THR 09 withdrawn. RL estbd.

Chateauroux, (St Auban), LFMX, RWY 20 QFU should read 203° instead of 210°.

Chateauneuf Sur Cher, LFFU, LF-R20B3 renamed to LF-R20B3W, upper limit chgd to FL 65, TWYs designated A, B & C (NW, N & NE of hangars).

Chateauroux, (Deols), LFLEX, EFF 31 JAN 19 VDF freq 125.875 withdrawn.

Chaumont, (Semois), LFJA, EFF 03 AUG 20 until 21 APR 21 ZRT Chaumont (GND/FL 55) estbd around AD.

Temporary restricted area LF ZRT-52 withdrawn.

Chavenay, (Villepreux), LFPPX, EFF 30 JUL 20 until 21 APR 21 Temporarily Prohibited Area LF-ZIT Les Alluets (GND/1500') estbd. Lateral limits of the ASP is circle with radius 800m located around highest OBST (909').

Until 21 APR 21 Temporay Restricted Area LF-ZRT Beynes (GND/1100') estbd with lateral limits identical to those of area LF-D 568 A.

Cherbourg, (Maupertus), LFRC, TMZ in briefig strip should read RMZ.

Cholet, (Le Pontreau), LFOU, EFF 24 MAY 18 Unpaved TWY C estbd E of TWY B to the Hangar.

Clamecy, LFJC, EFF 12 NOV 15 LF-R20B3 withdrawn and LF-R20B1 (3000'/FL65) established SW of AD.

Western unpaved TWY withdrawn, eastern unpaved TWY no more adjacent to the RWY but still connecting THR 18 & 36 parallel to the RWY (designated A). Paved apron established E of THR 18 connected to the unpaved TWY A by a paved TWY (designated B).

Clermont-Ferrand/Auvergne, LFLC, EFF 10 OCT 19 Caution: Vertical laser emission at The Cezaux campus, APRX 4.9 km from ARP in SW direction. EFF 10 OCT 19 CLERMONT APPROACH freq 133.725 estbd.

Until 08 JUL 21 Lighted crane up to 1467° erected 0.2 NM NW from Saint Jacques Centre hosp. DEP routes from heliport chgd to 272°.

Condom, (Valence-Sur-Baise), LFID, TWY A estbd N of DTHR 29, leading to hangar buildings.

Courchevel, LFJJ, Until 05 NOV 20 Heavy activity of paragliding and GLD within sector LIMA and in valley.

Until 09 NOV 20 Text to read 'Arrivals, Aeroplanes - outside of AFIS hours: Routeing from W, fly east-abeam L point...' and 'Altimeter Reference: Outside AFIS op hours: Set altimeter reference fly east-abeam L point.'
Dieppe, (St Aubin), LFAB, EFF 05 DEC 19
Unpaved TWY estbld N of and parallel to grass RWY starting at intersection of TWYs B and C leading to TWY A and then to paved RWY.

Dieuze, (Gueblange), LFQZ, REP DZ (N48 44.4 E006 39.9 - LFQP AD) estbld.
Unpaved TWY parallel to RWY withdrawn. Unpaved RWY leading to parking area and buildings estbld (starting APRX 30m NE of THR 05 to the W). Text updated to: ‘Firing area (ground/ground) field within NE final’.

Dijon, (Darois), LFSG, AD reserved for radio-equipped ACFT, simultaneous use of RWY and FATO prohibited. The North funnels of the unpaved RWY can be pierced by construction machines moving 50 m N of the THR of unpaved RWY 20. Taxiing prohibited except on RWY and TWY.

Epernay, (Pliovot), LFWS, EFF 25 MAY 17 RWY 10/28 length reduced to 960m.
Restricted area LF-R255 (Vatry) withdrawn.

Épinay, (Mirecourt), LFSG, EFF 30 MAR 17
CHEY APPROACH 123.300 available as contact freq for TMA (D) Nancy.

Etrepagny, LFFY, TWY’s designation published: RWY A in front of entry to RWY 12 and RWY B near ARP.
VORTAC ‘EVX’ freq 112.40 withdrawn.

Eu, (Mers-Le-Testrep), LFAE, Surface of main TWY (parallel to RWY) changed from paved to unpaved.

Fayence, LFMF, EFF 10 OCT 19 Unpaved RWY 32 (650m x 80m) LDA 520m estbld.

Feurs, (Chambeon), LFZL, AD reserved for radio-equipped ACFT.

Figari/Sud Corse, LFKF, EFF 13 AUG 20 PAPI 05 mandatory day and night if RWY 05 in service.
EFF 13 AUG 20 RWY NW of RWY now designated O (northern part) and P (southern part). RWY SE of RWY (connecting RWY 05/23 with apron) designated C.
HEL ARR/DEP route established parallel to and N of RWY (APRX 120m).

Figeac, (Livernon), LFCF, EFF 29 MAR 18 FIS freq CLERMONT INFO 133.725 estbld.

Fleurs, (Saint Paul), LFOG, Restricted area LF-R149G completely withdrawn.

Florac, (Sainte-Enimie), LFNO, EFF 09 NOV 17
Restricted area LF-R217/4 renamed to LF-R217/5. CTA (D) Rhone 4 renamed to 5, vertical and lateral limits unchanged.

Gaillac, (Lisle-Sur-Tarn), LFDS, TOULOUSE APPROACH freq 129.300 chgd to 129.305, 125.175 chgd to 125.180, 120.350 chgd to 120.355. TOULOUSE INFORMATION freq 123.925 chgd to 123.930.


Grenoble, (Le Versoud), LFGL, Caution added: ‘IFR activity in AD vicinity.’
EFF 21 MAY 20 PAPI 04 angle 3.0° estbld.

EFF 21 MAY 20 RWY connecting helipad with HEL parking area designated ‘HEL translation TWY’.

Hyeres, (Le Palyvyeste Navy), LFTH, EFF 18 MAY 20 until 29 OCT 20 Restriction of use of AD LFTH, operating restrictions of RWY 13/31 & closure of portions of RWYs due to AD compliance works (2 phases). These operations require closing of RWY 13/31 and its associated TWYs. Half of the southern part of this RWY will be AVBL as a TWY. The work will be divided into 2 phases. Phase 1: RWY 13/31 closed for TKOF & LDG and TWYs T2, T3, T4,T1 & T8 partly CLSD. The southern part of RWY 13/31 is AVBL for taxing on its eastern half. LDG & TKOF from RWY 05/23 only. Time of activation of Phase 1 will be announced by NOTAM. Phase 2: RWY 13/31 closed for TKOF & LDG and TWYs T3 partly CLSD and T10 CLSD. Southern part of RWY 13/31 AVBL for taxing on its western half. LDG & TKOF from RWY 05/23 only. Time of activation of Phase 2 will be announced by NOTAM.

Ile D’Yeu, LFYE, LDA RWY 04: 500m.
LD-F18A renamed to LF-D18A3.
THRL 14/32 AVBL.

ULM PPR, class 1 ULM (paramotors) prohibited.

Issoudun, (Le Fay), LFKE, LF-R20B3 renamed to LF-R20B3W, upper limit chgd to FL 65.

Unpaved TWY N estbld NE of THR 36 and unpaved RWY C estbld SE of and parallel to RWY 06/24. Unpaved TWY S of DTHR 11 designated W, unpaved TWY E of THR 36 leading to Apron designated S and unpaved RWY S of DTHR 29 designated E.

Istres, (Le Tube AB), LFMI, Until 15 JAN 21
Temporary Restricted Areas ZRT C1 (GND/2000') and ZRT C2 (GND/2000') estbld. ZRT C1 lateral limits are in shape of corridor of width APRX 3 NM and length of APRX 7 NM parallel to the RWY, located between REP S4 and N4, with centerline APRX 0.5 NM W of AD. ZRT C2 lateral limits are in shape of corridor of width APRX 3 NM and length of APRX 11 NM in SW-NE orientation starting from N end of ZRT C1 and continued SW between REP W3 and NWI.

Juvancourt, LFQX, EFF 03 AUG 20 until 21 APR 21 ZRT Juvancourt (1000' AGL/FL 55) estbld around AD.

L’Aigle, (Saint Michel), LFOL, EFF 05 JAN 17 Western RWY designated A, eastern RWY designated B.

EFF 30 MAR 17 Restricted area LF-R194 completely withdrawn.

Restricted area LF-R149G completely withdrawn.

TMA (D) Evreux upper limit raised to FL 65.

La Fleche, (Thorees-Les-Pins), LFAL, EFF 02 APR 15 TMA Nantes Sector 1 withdrawn; Sector 2 renamed to Sector 1.1; Sector 3 renamed to Sector 2; Sector 4 renamed to Sector 3. Sector 5 renamed to Sector 4 and extended to the S. Vertical limits adapted to new sectors.

La Grand’Combe, LFTN, RWY 35: cause of movable nature of the NE part of RWY, preferably use W part during bad weather.
La Mole, LFTZ, Until 15 JUL 20 Do not take account of text section 'Condition of Use'.
La Tour Du Pin, (Cessieu), LFKP, LYON APPROACH freq 125.425 chgd to 125.430 and freq 125.800 chgd to 131.315.
Langres-Rolampont, LFSA, Northern TWY designated B & southern TWY designated A.
Laon, (Chamby), LFAF, TWY's designation published: TWY A west of RWY 17/35 and TWY B south of RWY 05/23.
Lapalisse (Perigny), LFHX, RWY 05/23 length increased from 900m to 1200m.
TKOF RWY 23: presence of a road at the end of RWY. Line-up mandatory from THR 23. Check that the TKOF distance of the ACFT (passage of 15m of height) is lower than 1200m.
Le Luc, (Le Cannet Army), LFMC, EFF 03 AUG 20 until 23 OCT 20 Temporary Restricted Areas estbd: LF-ZRT Emd (GND/1000' AGL) located 2.3 NM SE REP DG and LF-ZRT Berger (GND/1000' AGL) located 2.8 NM SE REP DG.
Le Puy, (Loudes), LFHP, EFF 16 AUG 18 Paved RWY 15/33: DTHR 15 withdrawn, LDA chgd to 1393m.
EFF 16 AUG 18 Paved RWY: THR 15 estbld.
EFF 16 AUG 18 Western part of TWY designated as A2 and eastern part designated as A1. Apron part E of AGB designated GA Parking.
EFF 26 MAY 16 LOC/DME 'PY', freq 108.50 withdrawn.
EFF 27 APR 17 VDF on freq 118.00 withdrawn.
Les Mureaux, LFUX, EFF 30 JUL 20 until 21 APR 21 Temporary Prohibited Area LF-ZRT Les Alluets (GND/1500') estbd. Lateral limits of the ASP is circle with radius 800m located around highest OBST (909).
Unpaved TWY B (south and parallel to paved RWY) established & paved TWY east of TWY B designated A.
Lezignan-Corbières, LFMZ, TWY designation estbld: A for western TWY, B for eastern TWY.
Lille, (Marcq-en-Barœul), LFGO, CTR (D) Lille lateral limits now same as TMA (D) Lille 1 (shape changed more or less to a elliptic form now).
EFF 29 MAR 18 CTR (D) Lille vertical limits changed to GND/2000'.
Limoges, (Bellegarde), LFBL, VDF AVBL on freq 119.550.
Longuyon, (Villette), LFGS, TEL ACB 0382394031. E-Mail president@afcl54.com Fuel F-3 (for based ACFT only).
ULM traffic circuit extended APRX 1600m to S, with downwind leg parallel to RWY. HEL traffic circuit established. Height and geometry same as for ULM. TWYs perpendicular to RWY now designated as A, B, C, D in order from E to W. Paved area estbd N of TWYs and DTHR 28 and unpaved area estbd near hangars.
Lorient, (Lann-Bihoue Navy), LFRH, VFR transit route from REP WL to/from W bearings chgd to 118°/298°.
Luneville, (Croismare), LFQC, EFF 05 JAN 17 TWY's perpendicular to RWY 09/27 designated A (near RWY 09 THR) and C (near RWY 27 THR). TWY parallel to RWY, between TWY A and C designated B. TWY W of TWYs A and B and TWY E of TWYs B and C intersection are closed. TWY designation B withdrawn, former TWY C redesignated to B.
EFF 12 SEP 19 Unpaved RWY width reduced to 30m.
Unpaved RWY 06/24 width reduced to 50m.
Lyon, (Brindas), LFKL, EFF 21 MAY 20 RWY 01/19 width chgd from 60m to 55m.
LYON APPROACH freq 125.805 chgd to 131.315.
Lyon, (Bron), LFLL, Until 30 JUN 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Feyzin (GND/500' AGL) estbd BTN LF-P15 and REP 'SA'.
Lyon, (Corbas), LFJJ, Until 30 JUN 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Feyzin (GND/500' AGL) estbd BTN LF-ZIT15 and REP 'SA'.
Lyon, (Saint Exupery), LFLL, Until 30 JUN 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Feyzin (GND/500' AGL) estbd BTN LF-P15 and REP 'SA'.
Marseille/Provence, LFML, EFF 17 AUG 20 until 02 DEC 20 Construction works will be carried out at AD in several phases. Phase 1a and 1b: RWY 13L/31R, TWYs C1, C2, D1, D3, D4, D6, E3, G7, G8 and G9 will be CLSD. Phase 1d: RWY 13L/31R, TWYs C1, C2, D1, D3, D4, D6, D8, E3, G7, G8 and G9 CLSD. During occasional activation of works TWYs D7 and E7 will be CLSD. Phase 2: RWY 13R/31L CLSD EXC intersections with TWY E3/F3 and E7/F7. TWYs E2 and E9 CLSD. Please check current NOTAMs.
HEL chart: Until 03 FEB 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Châteauneuf-les-Martigues (GND/300' AGL) estbd between LF-R 186 and HEL REP 'HA', PTO.
Until 03 FEB 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Châteauneuf-les-Martigues (GND/300' AGL) estbd between LF-R 186 and REP 'SB', PTO.
Until 15 JAN 21 Temporary Restricted Areas ZRT C1 (GND/2000') and ZRT C2 (GND/2000') estbd. ZRT C1 lateral limits are in shape of corridor of width APRX 3 NM and length of APRX 7 NM in SE-NW orientation, located over Istres (Le Tube) AD. ZRT C2 lateral limits are in shape of corridor of width APRX 3 NM and length of APRX 11 NM in SW-NE orientation, located W of Istres (Le Tube) AD.
Mauleon, LFJB, Freq "NANTES APPROACH" changed to 124.42.
Metz-Nancy/Lorraine, LFJL, Special VFR route (DEP WEST) chgd to LFJL AD - M - W.
Mont Dauphin, (Saint Crepin), LFNC, RWY designation of paved RWY chgd to 16R/34L, RWY designation of unpaved RWY chgd to 16L/34R.

TWY from THR 16 to PRKG area estbld.

Montauban, LFDB, TOULOUSE APPROACH freq 129.300 chgd to 129.305; 125.175 chgd to 125.180, 120.350 chgd to 120.355. TOULOUSE INFORMATION freq 123.925 chgd to 123.930.

TWY next to THR 13 designated as TWY A, TWY next to THR 31 designated as TWY B.

Montbeliard, (Courcelles), LFSM, EFF 11 OCT 18 TWY leading to THR 08 of unpaved RWY designated C. TWY leading to THR 26 of unpaved RWY designated D.

Parking area established on the unpaved area S of paved apron.

Mont-De-Marsan, (Mont-De-Marsan AB), LFBM, Marsan TMA Sector 2 lower limit raised to 1000' SFC.

Montelimar, (Ancone), LFLQ, Prohibited Area LF-ZIT12 withdrawn. Prohibited Area LF-P-12 established within the same limits as LF-ZIT12.

ULM traffic circuit downwind leg part overhead 'Canal de Dérivation' withdrawn.

Montpellier/Mediterranée, LFMT, Fuel F-3 TOTAL card automat only for ACFT with wingspan less than 12m.

Radio failure text estbld. Section 'Upon ARR': 'Squawk A7600. Outside the CTR: do not enter. Inside the CTR: Before receiving clearance to enter the RWY circuit: exit the CTR by the most appropriate VFR route without crossing the RWY axis.; After receiving clearance to enter the RWY circuit: enter the circuit as authorized, then land, and clear at the end of the RWY. Wait then follow the 'Follow-me' car.' Section 'On DEP': 'Before entering the RWY: do not TKOF, wait and follow the 'Follow-me' car.; Before TKOF after penetration: clear the RWY at the first exit, wait and then follow the 'Follow-me' car.; After TKOF: squawk A7600. Respect last clearance until leaving controlled ASP.' Section 'in transit': Before receiving clearance to enter the controlled ASP: do not enter it.; In controlled ASP: leave the controlled ASP. In CTR, do not cross the RWY axis.'

Moresnet, LFHI, LYON APPROACH freq 125.425 chgd to 125.430 and freq 125.800 chgd to 131.315.

Mortagne Au Perche, LFAX, VORTAC 'EVX' freq 112.40 withdrawn.

Muret, (L'Herm), LFBR, Unpaved TWYs estbld between middle of ULM RWY leading to TWY C and between two neighbouring Parking Areas E of AD.

Nancy, (Azelot), LFEX, All TWYs withdrawn. EFF 30 MAR 17 OCHEY APPROACH 123.300 added as contact freq for TMA (D) Nancy.

TWY from THR 24 to PRKG stand area estbld.

Until APRX 21 APR 21 Nancy Essey RMZ (GND/2500) estbld NW of AD around Nancy (Essey) AD.

Nancy, (Essey), LFSN, Until APRX 21 APR 21 Nancy Essey RMZ (GND/2500) estbld around AD.

Nancy, (Malzeville), LFEZ, EFF 30 MAR 17 OCHEY APPROACH 123.300 added as contact freq for CTR (D) Ochey and TMA (D) Nancy. OCHEY TOWER 122.100 withdrawn.

Until APRX 21 APR 21 Nancy Essey RMZ (GND/2500) estbld SE of AD around Nancy (Essey) AD.

Nantes/Atlantique, LFRS, EFF 13 AUG 20 Parking area H withdrawn, parking area H1 estbld SW of parking area I. Parking area N estbld NE of former parking area H.

FATO H1 and H2 deleted, HEL circuits must be performed on RWY 03/21.

HEL ARR: HEL follow ACFT routes till REP 'HE' or 'HW'. HEL land on the RWY according to the RWY in use (distinction HEL/light HEL no longer valid).

HEL DEP: HEL take off from the RWY. After take-off, join REP 'HE' or 'HW' then follow ACFT routes (distinction HEL/light HEL no longer valid).

HEL REPs relocated: HW (N47 09.9 W001 38.5), (N47 08.8 W001 35.6). HEL routes chgd accordingly and performed on RWY 03/21. HEL follow ACFT routes till REP HE or HW. HEL land on RWY according to QFU in use. HEL TKOF from RWY. After TKOF, join REP HE or HW then follow ACFT routes.

THRL 03 estbld.

Nevers, (Fouchambault), LFQG, EFF 07 DEC 17 Unpaved TWY established joining unpaved RWY THR 30 and paved RWY 12/30 near TWA and unpaved TWY established leading from unpaved RWY 12/30 to paved RWY 12/30 close to ARP. EFF 12 NOV 15 LF-R20B2 renamed to LF-R20B2N.

Nice/Cote D’Azur, LFMN, ‘For ACFT without FPL, flight intent is mandatory to Bordeau ARO.’ chgd to ‘For ACFT without FPL, flight intent is mandatory to reduced FPL on NICE PREFLIGHT.’

Until 30 JUN 21 LGTD OBST (cranes) up to 326’ erected APRX 0.6 NM NE of REP ‘NB’.

Oloron, (Herrare), LFEO, AD reserved for radio-equipped ACFT.

EFF 30 MAR 17 Restricted area LF-R20B identification changed to LF-R201B. Vertical limits changed to GND/FL115.

Text: 'Proceed overhead AD 3000' before RWY circuit pattern integration', 'TKOF and LDG forbidden during winching TKOF procedure' & 'Gliders winching activity (NR 974) announced by turning light placed on the winch and on Oloron INFO.' withdrawn.

Orleans, (Bricy), LFQO, BRICT APPROACH freq 123.300 only for monitoring purposes.

OBST (wind turbines, 893’) estbld APRX 3.8 NM E of REP ‘N’. Restricted area LF-R23B withdrawn.

Orleans, (St Denis De L’Hotel), LFZ, EFF 23 APR 20 ALS 23 estbld.

LDG RWY 23: clearing via RWY F and A prohibited.
Pamiers, (Les Pujols), LFDJ, EFF 13 SEP 18 TOULOUSE APPROACH freq 125.17 chgd to 125.180.

Paris, (Charles-De-Gaulle), LFPG, Area chart: AD LFPB HEL ARR/DEP routes estd between AD (THR 03) and HEL REP's BH4 and BH2. Area chart: EFF 30 JUL 20 until 21 APR 21 Temporary Prohibited Area LF-ZIT Les Alluets (GND/1500') estdbl. Lateral limits of the ASP is circle with radius 800m located 1.9 NM N of LF-D568B.

Area chart: Until 21 APR 21 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Beynes (GND/1100') estdbl with lateral limits identical to those of area LF-D 568A. EFF 10 SEP 20 TWY D extended to TWY QB2. N of TWYs BD9 and BD10 BTN TWY D and Q, TWYs QD1 and QD2 estdbl. TWYs QB1, QB2 cut by TWY D in two parts.

EFF 10 SEP 20 TWY TB3 withdrawn.

EFF 16 JUL 20 until APRX 27 JUN 21 Closure of TWYs due to works on TWY D. These works will be carried out in 4 phases. Phase 1: closure of Rapid Exits: TWY Y4 and TWY Y5. TWY Q BTN TWY BD9 and TWY QB3 CLSD. TWY BD10, QB1 and QB2 CLSD. Phase 2: TWY B BTN TWY BD10 and TWY QB2 CLSD. TWY N BTN TWY NA1 and TWY NB1 (included) CLSD. TWY QB1 CLSD. Phase 3: No TWY closure, ACFT taxiing on TWY QB2 must not turn right on TWY B. Phase 4: TWY F CLSD near crossing with TWY B, TWY B from TWY QB3 (excluded) to TWY QB2 (included) CLSD. Pls check current NOTAMs.

EFF 27 JUL 20 until 16 NOV 20 TWYs GE6, GE7 and TWY E between TWYs GE5 and GE8 (both excluded) will be closed. Pls check current NOTAMs.

EFF 30 APR 20 until 27 OCT 20 Works to connect Paris LFPG AD to its future INDIA apron, require H24 closure of a portion of TWY B between TWY M and TWY BM4 both excluded, and H24 closure of TWY BM2 and BM3. Pls check current NOTAMs.

Paris, (Issy les Moulineaux), LFPI, Until 04 SEP 20 Routes remark chgd from 'on instruction' to 'on REQ'.

Paris, (Le Bourget), LFPB, EFF 29 JUN 20 until APRX 30 OCT 20 Renovation work will take place at RWY 03/21 in several phases. Phase 1 (EFF 29 JUN 20 until APRX 02 AUG 20): Prohibited for RWY 03/21 TKOF/LDG and taxing between TWY C and C3. Possible for crossing RWY 03/21 via TWY A/C2 and taxing from RWY 09/27 to THR 21. TWYs U1, U2, C, C1, C3 and RWY 03/21 BTN TWY C and C3 will be CLSD. The following ground movements are possible also: taxing on V2 and V3, turn C2/V2, C11/V2, C22/W1 and C22/W2; Phase 2 (EFF 03 AUG 20 until APRX 06 SEP 20): Prohibited for RWY 03/21 TKOF/LDG. Possible for taxing BTN TWY C and C1, and BTN RWY 09/27 and THR 21. TWYs A (E of U3), R (E of U3), C2 and C3 will be CLSD; Phase 3 (EFF 07 SEP 20 until APRX 30 OCT 20): Prohibited for RWY 03/21 TKOF/LDG. Possible for taxing BTN TWY C and C1, and BTN RWY 09/27 and THR 21. TWY C3 will be CLSD. AD could be CLSD in the night time during each phase. Pls check current NOTAMs.

EFF 30 JAN 20 THRL 09 withdrawn.

Paris, (Orly), LFPO, EFF 23 APR 20 TWY north of Apron H leading to TWY W1 designated as LH.

Perigueux, (Bassillac), LFBX, EFF 02 FEB 16 ILS/DME 'PX' RWY 29, freq 109.10 PERM withdrawn.

Paved RWY 11/29: TORA RWY 29 reduced to 1560m, LDA RWY 29 reduced to 1430m.

Pontivy, LFED, Additional freq IROISE INFO 135.825 estdbl for TMA (D) Lorient 1.

Pontoise, ( Cormeilles-En-Vexin), LFTF, EFF 30 JUL 20 until 21 APR 21 Temporary Prohibited Area LF-ZIT Les Alluets (GND/1500') estdbl. Lateral limits of the ASP is circle with radius 800m located S of AD next to OBST 909'.

Pont-Saint-Vincent, LFSV, TWY along RWY 06/24 prolonged to THR 24. Until APRX 21 APR 21 Nancy Essey RMZ (GND/2500') estdbl 2.5 NM NE of AD.

Quiberon, LFEQ, Fuel F-3 (H24 from Total automat. During AFIS hr, TEL ATS 0297295580; O/T 48hr PPR via Apt Operator TEL 0297302400 or E-Mail aerodrome@ville-quiberon.fr. Total card, cash, cheque or bank card).

RWY 11 DEP route withdrawn. RWY 29 DEP route estdbl parallel to RWY in NW direction and APRX 0.6 NM long.

Sainte Foy La Grande, LFDF, EFF 12 NOV 15 TMA Aquitaine 8.3 chgd to sector 8 with upper limit FL145.

| Sallanches, (Mont Blanc), LFHZ, AD PERM CLSD. OBST in TKOF and LDG funnels. |
Salon, (Eyguières), LFNE, EFF 10 OCT 19 Intermediate holding point A1 on TWY A: mandatory RDO contact on A/A FREQ to cross RWY 09/27 axis, ACFT TKOF from RWY 09 and LDG on RWY 27 have right of way. Temporary prohibited area LF-ZIT17 (GND/3300') withdrawn.

Sarrebourg, (Buhl), LFGT, EFF 02 FEB 17 Unpaved TWY established from the middle of unpaved RWY joining unpaved and paved RWYs 04/22.
REPs W (N48 45.9 E007 04.0) & SW (N48 41.4 E007 08.1) with adjacent routes (LFQP AD) estbld.

Saumur, (St Florent), LFOD, Danger Area LF-D504 withdrawn, Restricted Area LF-R245 SFC/FL 90 established within nearly the same lateral limits as LF-D504.
Paramotor RWY E of western apron established. RWYs designated A & D (western part of AD) and E, B & C (eastern part of AD). RWY C csld. Presence of trees in LDG and TKOF funnels THR 10 and 28 and aseam THR 10.

Saverne, (Steinbourg), LFQY, Two ARR/DEP routes to/from REP E (LFQP AD) withdrawn (REP E still existing).

Semur En Auxois, LFQG, Paved RWY 04: TORA/ LDA chgd to 732m/652m; paved RWY 22: TORA/ LDA chgd to 732m/732m.
RWY 04/22 width reduced to 23m.

Sezanne, (St Remy), LFFZ, Restricted area LF-R255 (Vatry) withdrawn.
Unpaved RWY established between RWY 06L/24R and RWY parallel RWY 06L/24R (in the direction of the apron).

Soulac Sur Mer, LFDK, Frequent overflights of paramotors and balloons outside AD operations.

St Andre De L'Eure, LFFD, TMA (D) Evreux 1 upper limit changed to FL 65.
TWY E of RWY 23 withdrawn. VORTAC 'EVX' freq 112.40 withdrawn.

St Die, (Remomeix), LFGR, 'TWY A' reserved for ACFT with MAX width of main gear is less than or equal to 3m, TWY 'B' reserved for ACFT with MAX width of main gear is less than or equal to 3m.

TWY C shortened to APRX 80m from THR 07.

St Florentin, (Cheu), LFGR, TWY along RWY 07L/25R designated B. TWY along hangars designated A.

St Inglevert, (Les Deux Caps), LFIS, EFF 02 MAR 17 Paved TWY from parking area to RWY 03 designated as A. New unpaved TWY B estbld between parking area and western Hangar.
RL withdrawn.

St Omer, (Wizernes), LFQN, EFF 21 JUN 18 RWY 03/21 dimensions changed to 640m x 50m.
LDA RWY 03 chgd to 610m, LDA RWY 21 chgd to 540m. Unpaved TWY NEXT to RWY withdrawn, new TWY B estbld along S side of RWY (from THR 03 until DTHR 21) and new TWY A estbld (from DTHR 21 until DTHR 27).

St Rambert D’Albon, LFLR, EFF 14 SEP 20 until 24 SEP 20 Temporary restricted area LF ZRT Chateau Neuf estbld in the eastern part of chart, GND/3500', excluding TMA Lyon 3. LYON APPROACH freq 125.425 chgd to 125.430 and freq 125.800 chgd to 131.315. St Yan, LFLN, EFF 10 SEP 20 Curved RWY joining TWY E1 with GA PKG area closed.

St-Etienne, (Loire), LFMH, EFF 23 APR 20 THRL 35 estbld.

Strasbourg, (Entzheim), LFST, REP SE (LFQP AD) with adjacent route withdrawn. SVFR HEL: MNM VIS: 3000m. Ceiling 600'.

Tarbes, (Lourdes-Pyrénées), LFBT, EFF 13 JUL 20 until 18 DEC 20 Works to widen TYW M have been scheduled BON the main APN and TWY C. These works will be carried out in 2 phases. Phase 1: TWY B and TWY M BTN APN area and TWY C CLSD. Hotspots located in the beginning and in the end of the CLSD section of TWY M as well as on TWY B, work fences located 145 m away from the RWY centre line. Phase 2: TWY B, C, D and M CLSD, hotspots located on the end of every work area. TWY A will be the only open TWY. Please check current NOTAMs.

Thouars, LFCT, Due to lack of holding point mark, all ACTF shall wait at 30m from RWY edge before entering the RWY.
Due to rounded shape of RWY 12/30, THR 30 not visible from RWY entry of THR 12, caution advised to enter the RWY.

Toulouse, (Blagnac), LFBO, EFF 22 JUN 20 until APRX 31 OCT 20 Construction works due to renovation of RWY 14R/32L and TWYs will be carried out in three phases. Phase 1: Closure of RWY 14U/32R, TWYs N1, N2, N6 and M2. Phase 2: Closure of RWY 14R/32L, TWYs M2, M4, M10, S2, S3, S4, S6 and S10. Phase 3: Closure of RWY 14R/32L, TWYs M2, M8, M11, P101, S2, S3, S6, S8, S11 and W100. Each phase will be activated by NOTAM.
Until 21 APR 21 ZRT Longages (GND/500' AGL) estbld APRX 2.5 NM W of REP SN, with 0.54 NM radius.

Toulouse, (Bourg-St Bernard), LFIT, TMA (D) Toulouse 1 redesignated to 1.2.

Troyes, (Barbery), LFQB, PCL AVBL outside ATS op hr: -3 hits on Mic: brightness 2/4, -5 hits on Mic: brightness 4/4,-7 hits on Mic: Off.

Valence, (Chabeuil), LFU, EFF 03 AUG 20 until 31 DEC 20 Temporary Restricted Area LF-ZRT Billard (GND/200' AGL) estbld 1.8 NM SW of AD.

Radio failure text for inbound flights chgd to: Squawk Transponder 7600. Vertical passage TWR at 2000' E face TWR, with LDG lights on and join AD circuit with surveillance APCH axis.

Valenciennes, (Denain), LFAV, EFF 06 JAN 16 LOC/DME RWY 11 "VS", freq 108.50 withdrawn. EFF 14 SEP 17 Unpaved RWYs 06/24 and 11/29 widths reduced to 50m.

Vannes, (Meuron), LFRV, EFF 02 MAR 17 Area in front of TWR building designated as GA Apron, with parking stands 1-6.
EFF 02 MAR 17 PAPI 22 (3.5°) established.
Vauville, LFAU , Prohibited Area LF-ZIT7 designator changed to LF-P7, vertical limits unchanged. Lateral limits modified: in the south boundary now along the coast. Area can be extended to 2.7 NM radius by NOTAM.

Vendays Montalivet, LFIV, LDA 09 reduced to 710m.

Verdun, (Sommedieue), LGFW, EFF 29 MAR 18 TMA (D) Etain lower limit raised to 3000' within CTR (D) Etain limits. Turbulence and downdrafts on final RWY 10 and 28, when wind speed is greater than 15 KT.

Vichy, (Charmeill), LFLV, EFF 23 MAR 15 LOC RWY 01 completely withdrawn.

Vierzon, (Mereau), LFFV, EFF 12 NOV 15 LF-R20B4 upper limit chgd to FL65. EFF 30 MAR 17 Restricted area LF-R149B lateral limits changed. Airspace reduced to area NE of Vierzon. TWY designation A added for northern TWY between Apron and THR 22, TWY designation B added for southern TWY between Apron and THR 04.

Villefranche, (Tarare), LFHV, EFF 16 AUG 18 Northern Parking redesignated Parking C (reserved for visiting ACFT).

EFF 27 FEB 20 Unpaved RWY 18/36 chgd width from 80m to 60m.

Villefranche-De-Rouergue, LFCV, EFF 29 MAR 18 RODEZ INFORMATION 125.37 changed to CLEMONT INFO 133.725.

EFF 29 MAR 18 TMA (E) Rodez 2 changed to TMA (E) Clermont 10. TMA (E) Rodez 3 changed to TMA (E) Clermont 11. Lateral and vertical limits unchanged. Contact freq CLEMONT APPROACH 133.725.

RWY 13: risk of turbulences in S or SE strong wind conditions.

Villerupt, LFAW, EFF 23 APR 20 LUXEMBOURG APPROACH freq chgd from 118.905 to 120.885.

Vitry En Artois, LFQS, CTR (D) Lille lateral limits now same as TMA (D) Lille 1 (shape changed more or less to an elliptic form now).

Vitry Le Francois, (Vauclerc), LFSK, LDA RWY 23 chgd to 860m. TWY from THR 11 designated as TWY C. TWY from THR 23 designated as TWY B. TWY from THR 29 designated as TWY D. New TWY A estbl from THR 05 to newly designated TWY D.

GERMANY

GENERAL

Berlin (C) ASP sector names added: A (2500'/FL 100), B (3500'/FL 100), C (FL 65/FL 100), D (FL 75/FL 100).

Aachen, (Merzbruck), EDKA, UFN RWY 08/26 is to be removed. The newly constructed RWY 07/25 will initially be used in the interim with reduced length 500m x 18m TORA/LDA 500m, ASPH 3t MPW, HEL 5.7t MPW. The TWYs have not been completed yet. Provisional TWYs are available. TAXI instructions will be issued via AACHEN INFO. The changeover and activation of the new RWY will be published by NOTAM.

Achmer, EDXA, EFF 28 MAR 19 Airspace (E) (1000’ AGL/FL 100) withdrawn.

Ailertchen, EDGA, TEL Apt Ops (02663) 6473, 01709333223 (mobile).

E-Mail pp@fay-ailertchen.de
E-Mail info@fay-ailertchen.de
Fuel F-S, Super Plus 98 oct.

Anspach/Taunus, EDFA, Frankfurt (C) ASP sector F (5500'/FL 100) renamed to G.

Aschaffenburg, EDFC, ARR/DEP route to/from N withdrawn. Direct APCH from W are prohibited.

Aschersleben, EDCQ, EFF 25 MAY 20 until 31 JUL 20 RMZ Coschedt established with same lateral and vertical limits as CTR Coschedt. Activity announced by NOTAM.

Bad Neuenahr-Ahrweiler, EDRA, New sector name 'E' established for ASP class (C) (2500'/FL 100). New sector name 'L' established for ASP class (C) (3500'/FL 100). New sector name 'O' established for ASP class (C) (4500'/FL 100). New sector name 'U' established for ASP class (C) (FL 75/FL 100). ASP name chgd to Duesseldorf/Koeln-Bonn.

Unpaved TWY established between hangars and THR 10.

Bad Neustadt/Saale, (Grasberg), EDFD, TEL Apt Ops/PPR (09771) 995141, 01705438975 (mobile).

Bad Woerishofen, (Bad Woerishofen-Nord), EDNH, EFF 01 AUG 20 until 24 OCT 20 GLD Aerobatic training area GND/FL 65 estbl with radius 0.5 NM, APRX 0.7 NM NW from Bad Woerishofen GLD site (Fri 1500L- SS, Sat Sun SR-SS).

Ballenstedt, EDCB, EFF 25 MAY 20 until 31 JUL 20 RMZ Coschedt established with same lateral and vertical limits as CTR Coschedt. Activity announced by NOTAM.

Barth, EDBH, Service AFIS for freq BARTH INFO withdrawn.

Bautzen, EDAB, VDF on BAUTZEN INFO withdrawn.

Bayreuth, EDOD, AD OP hour Summer 0830-1900LT, Winter 0830LT - SS+30min (at latest 1900LT), O/T PPR. No TKOF. APCH without LGD of school, TNG, check FLT's dly 2100-0600LT, Sat 1300-1500LT, Sun/Hol 1200-2100LT (exc en-route FLT's).

BAYREUTH INFO callsign chgd to BAYREUTH INFORMATION.

Biberach An Der Riss, EDMB, AD op hr Winter 0900LT - SS+30min (at latest 1700LT), Summer 0900-2000LT, O/T PPR preceding day 2hr before closure.

Bielefeld, EDLI, VDF on 118.355 withdrawn.

Bitburg, EDRB, RWY 05/23 dimensions reduced to 1230m x 23m. RWY 05 TORA/LDA chgd to 1200m/1050m, RWY 23 TORA/LDA chgd to 1080m/1050m. TWYs A, B, C, E, F withdrawn. TWY D designation withdrawn. Apron SW of TWR building withdrawn.
TEL Apt Ops (06561) 949680, 016098679743 (mobile).
E-Mail info@bit-air-flug.de
AD op hr PPR 0800/SR-2200LT/SS.
Blumberg, EDSL, BLUMBERG INFO freq 123.05 chgd to 135.005.
EFF 03 JAN 19 DONAUESCHINGEN INFO freq 124.250 chgd to 126.690.
Bonn, (Hangelar), EDBK, EFF 26 MAR 20 KOELN/BONN TOWER freq 124.975 chgd to 124.980. VDF on 135.155 withdrawn.
Borken, (Hoxfeld), EDLY, TMA (E) Nieuw Milligen E upper limit chgd to FL 55, TMA (B) Nieuw Milligen E chgd to class (D) (FL 55/FL 65), PTO. TMA (E) Nieuw Milligen E (FL 55/FL 65) estbld, PTO.
Burg Feuerstein, EDQE, EFF 26 MAR 20 Nuernberg (C) ASP all sectors ASP class changed to (D), upper limit raised to FL 75. Lower limit and lateral limits unchanged.
Nürnberg (C) ASP name chgd to Nuernberg and sector name added: B (4500/FL 70).
Coburg, (Brandensteinsebene), EDQC, E-Mail tower@vlp-coburg.de
Web http://www.vlp-coburg.de
Cottbus-Drewitz, EEDC, AD PERM CLSD.
Diepholz, (Diepholz AB), ETND, ALS 26 withdrawn.
Dinslaken, (Schwarz Heide), EDLD, TEL Apt Operator/Ops (02858) 390, Fax 82510. Repairs 91370.
Donauwörth, (Genderkingen), EDMQ, TEL Apt Operator (0906) 91414, Fax 91488. Apt Ops/PPR 5523.
Dresden, EDDC, Dresden (D) ASP both sectors upper vertical limit raised to FL 75.
Duesseldorf, EDDL, Fuel F-3 no longer AVBL. UNF with completion of construction works, TWY T1 leading from TWY L7 to L9 will be opened. TWY W also will be opened, connecting TWY L8 to P4.
Until APRX SEP 19 TWY L7 & TWY L8 closed between TWY M & TWY W due to construction work.
Eisenach-Kindel, EDGE, VDF AVBL on 119.750. VDF on freq 119.755 withdrawn.
Essen-Muelheim, EDLE, PAPI 06 out of service.
Finsterwalde, (Heinrichsruh), EDAS, AFIS service, freq 125.365 established.
Flensburg, (Schaefershaus), EDXF, No FLTS from/to non-Schengen countries. No customs and no police.
VDF removed.
Frankfurt/Main, EDDF, EFF 05 JUL 19 until 15 OCT 20 Construction work will be carried out on the TWYs N16 (until 31 OCT 20) and L (until 15 OCT 20) at night. While renovation measures on TWY N16 and TWY L the infrastructure will be available for flight operations during day-time. Pls check current NOTAMs.
EFF MAY 20 until JUN 21 TWY N8 will be relocated. Work will take place in several phases. The restrictions to flight operations will be published by NOTAM.
EFF SEP 20 until DEC 20 TWY N between RWY 18 and TWY N17 completely closed for construction works. It is not possible to enter RWY 18 via TWY N during this period. TKOF on RWY 18 is not affected by the construction work. Pls check current NOTAMs.
Until APR 21 GA apron and TWY Y7 will be built. The construction work is conducted in several phases. To connect TWY Y7 to the existing infrastructure, TWY Y5 is temporarily completely closed between TWY Y9 and TWY S. During that time, the infrastructure concerned is not available for flight operations. Pls check current NOTAMs for respective closing hours and closed area(s) of TWY Y5.
Until APRX SEP 20 Due to construction works TWY R15 will be closed. TWYs S25, S29, parts of R and S will be closed temporarily. Pls check current NOTAMs.
Frankfurt-Egelsbach, EDFE, ARR/DEP route TANGO moved 0.4 NM to S. ARR route TANGO N of the high-tension lines and DEP route S of the high-tension lines.
Freiburg/Breisgau, EDTF, VDF on freq 118.255 withdrawn.
Friedrichshafen, EDNY, Until APRX OCT 20 Construction works will take place at AD in several phases. Until AUG 20 RCLL U/S. EFF AUG 20 until OCT 20 construction works will take place on TWYs. Special taxing procedures will be broadcast via ATIS. Pls check current NOTAMs.
Fritzlar, (Fritzlar Army), ETHF, EFF 05 DEC 19 PAPI 30 chgd to 3.4°.
Gelnhausen, EDFG, AD op hr APR-OCT 1000-1900LT, O/T PPR. NOV-MAR PPR. UL PPR. Night VFR: No.
TMZ Niederhein MONITOR freq chgd from 128.500 to 128.505.
Gotha-Ost, EDEG, ERFURT TOWER freq chgd from 121.550 to 121.555.
Grefrath-Niershorst, EDLF, RWY 07/25 surface prepared with 12m width plastic mesh mats centred over the entire length of the RWY. Breaking with caution. Avoid sharp turns.
VDF on freq 126.705 withdrawn.
Greiz, (Obergrochitz), EDOT, Unpaved RWY 05/23 chgd surface to asphalt. RWY dimensions changed 752x18m.
Grossenham, EDAK, Dresden (D) ASP both sectors upper vertical limit raised to FL 75.
Halle, (Oppin), EDAG, Leipzig (D) airspace call sign MUENCHEN RADAR chgd to MUENCHEN RADAR (S).
Hamburg, EDDH, Until 30 SEP 20 Construction works on Apron 1 will take place. Phase 10 with following restrictions: closure of ACFT stands between TWYs Z3 and Z4.
Hamburg, (Finkenwerder), EDHI, NDB 'FU', freq 350 withdrawn.
Heppenheim, EDEP, OBST up to 400’ estbld in traffic circuit area, N of AD.

Heringdorf, EDAH, Grass RWY 10S/28S closed.

Herrentelch, EDEH, Ambulance HEL ARR/DEP routes (direction SW/NE) at northern end of EDYR GLD traffic circuit estbld.

Hockenheim, EDFX, Ambulance HEL ARR/DEP routes (direction SW/NE) at northern end of EDYR GLD traffic circuit estbld.

Hoexter-Holzminden, EDVI, VDF withdrawn.

Jossa, (Fulda), EDGF, JOSSA INFO freq 122.400 chgd to 118.985.

Kamenz, EDCM, Dresden (D) ASP both sectors upper vertical limit raised to FL 75.

Karlshoefen, EDWK, TEL Apt Ops/PPR (04794) 413, Fax 1648, O/T PPR 962320.

Kempten, (Durach), EDMK, Unpaved TWYs established N & parallel of RWY 07/25 and E & parallel of RWY 17/35.

Kiel, (Holtenau), EDHK, EFF 01 APR 20 TWY E closed.

Klix, EDCI, RWY 22 permitted only for aero-tow TKOs into direction 22.

Koblenz, (Winningen), EDRK, VDF withdrawn.

Koeln-Bonn, EDDK, RWY 06/24 remark chgd RWY 06: First 300m and last 100m not grooved. RWY 24: First 100m and last 300m not grooved.

Until 11 NOV 20 Due to construction work Apron U will be closed. A follow-me car will accompany movements into Hangar VII. No follow-me car will be used for movements out of the hangar. Please check current NOTAMs.

Until DEC 20 Due construction work phase 7, the following restrictions will apply: Closure of RWY 14R/32L for flights and taxiing traffic. Closure of TWY B from THR 06 up to the middle of MIL Apron 2. On TWY B only the TWY centreline lighting will be AVBL on TWY B between THR 14R and the middle of MIL Apron 2, the TWY edge lighting will be switched off. Taxiing to and from MIL ramp 2 will be conducted via THR 14R and TWY B. Taxiing to and from apron U will be conducted according to normal operational procedures. Note regarding LGDs on RWY 24: ACFT which miss TWY T when vacating the RWY must backtrack via the turn pad. Please check current NOTAMs.

VDF on KOELN/BONN TOWER withdrawn.

Krefeld, (Egelsberg), EDLK, EFF 26 APR 18 DUESSELDORF TOWER freq 118.300 changed to 118.305.

New sector name ‘D’ established for ASP class (C) (2500’/FL 100). New sector name ‘I’ established for ASP class (C) (3500’/FL 100). New sector name ‘M’ established for ASP class (C) (4500’/FL 100). ASP name chgd to Duesseldorf/Koeln-Bonn.

Kyritz, EDBK, VDF removed.

Langenlonsheim, EDEL, E-Mail info@aero-club-rhein-nahe.de

Langhennersdorf, EDOH, Dresden (D) ASP both sectors upper vertical limit raised to FL 75.

Leer, (Papenburg), EDWF, VDF on freq 130.780 withdrawn.

Luebeck, (Blankensee), EDHL, AD op hr Mon-Fri 0630-2230LT, Sat 0900-2100LT, Sun 0900-2230LT. O/T PPR. Customs: O/R 3hr, limited svc. Use F-3, UL-91, Jet A-1.

TWY C CLSD. W part of GA Apron paved.

Magdeburg-Cochstedt, EDBC, EFF 28 APR 16 Asphault RWY TORA 08/26 chgd to 2800m (PPR 48 hrs).

Mainbullau, EDUF, FLTs for aero-towing and PJE dropping operation shall climb away from residential areas and away from the TFC circuits, if possible.

Mainz, (Finthen), EDFZ, Frankfurt (C) ASP sector names added: A (1500’/FL 100); B (3500’/FL 100).

Marburg-Schoenstadt, EDFN, VDF on freq 134.815 withdrawn.

Marl, (Loemuehle), EDLM, VDF on freq 134.610 withdrawn.

Mengen, (Hohentengen), EDTM, EFF 16 JUL 20 MENGEN INFO call sign chgd to MENGEN INFORMATION.

VDF withdrawn.

Merseburg, EDAM, Leipzig (D) airspace call sign MUENCHEN RADAR chgd to MUENCHEN RADAR (S).

Meschede, (Schueren), EDKM, VDF removed.

Moenchengladbach, EDLN, SW extension of TWY C also designated as TWY C.

Muenster-Telgte, EDLT, VDF on freq 122.855 withdrawn.

Mueritz Airpark, EDAX, TWY A and TWY D E of TWY B closed. Closed TWYs S of TWY D and N of RWY withdrawn.

Neuburg-Egweil, EDNJ, EFF 27 FEB 20 DONAU TOWER freq 129.850 chgd to 129.855.

Neuausen ob Eck, EDSN, AD op hr Summer: 0900-1800LT, 0600-0900LT & 1800-2200LT PPR. Winter: Mon-Fri 2hr PPR, Sat Sun 0900LT - SS+30min, 0600-0900LT & SS+30min - 2200LT 2hr PPR.

Neumuenster, EDHN, Fuel UL-91 available only.


TMZ Niederrhein MONITOR freq chgd from 128.500 to 128.505.

Niederstetten, EETHN, STETTEN TOWER freq 119.780 withdrawn.

Nordholtz-Spieka, EDXN, TEL Apt Ops (04741) 8384. PPR 7532, 2025.

E-Mail ops@sfg-nordholz.de Web http://www.sfg-nordholz.de

Fuel F-3, F-6.

Until 05 NOV 20 NDB ‘NDO’, freq 372 kHz coverage limited to 18 NM.

Nordhorn, (Lingen), EDWN, EFF 07 NOV 19 TMA/TMZ Nieuw Milligen TMA C renamed to C1.
Northeim, EDVN, TEL Apt Ops (05551) 8667. 
PPR (05551) 1041 (also Apt Operator), 1343, 01715301446 (mobile), 01725640838 (mobile).

Ober-Moerlen, EDFP, EFF 22 JUL 20 until 20 OCT 20 Aerobatics of 1 NM radius, GN/D/5000', centred APRX 3 NM W of AD.

Osnabruck, (Atterheide), EDWO, VDF on 118.680 withdrawn.

Pirna, (Pratzschwitz), EDAR, Dresden (D) ASP both sectors upper vertical limit raised to FL 75.

Riesa, (Goethals), EDUA, VDF removed.

Rothenburg/Goeitz, EDBR, EFF 29 MAR 20 until APRX 25 OCT 20 High-ALT GLD winch launching up to 5000' AGL will take place. Times of activity and any additional activities will be published by NOTAM.

VDF on freq 123.255 withdrawn.

Ruegen, EDCG, PAPI 09 and 27 changed to 4.0°.

Saarbruecken, EDDR, EFF 23 APR 20 C/S SAARBRUECKEN TOWER for freq 118.550 chgd to SAARBRUECKEN GROUND.

Saarbrueck, (Duren), EDRJ, TMZ Saarbrücken completely withdrawn.

Schleswig-Kropp, EDXC, SCHLESWIG TOWER freq 135.150 chgd to 135.155.

Schwambuch, EDNS, EFF 27 FEB 20 LECHFELD TOWER 135.155 estbld as 2nd freq for Lechfeld CTR.

Schweebisch Hall, EDTD, AFIS callsign chgd from SCHWEABISCH HALL INFO to SCHWEABISCH HALL INFORMATION.

EFF 13 AUG 20 SCHWEABISCH HALL INFO callsign chgd to SCHWEABISCH HALL INFORMATION.

Schweebisch Hall, (Weckrieden), EDTO, AFIS callsign chgd from SCHWEABISCH HALL INFO to SCHWEABISCH HALL INFORMATION.

Siegerland, EDGS, EFF 13 AUG 20 SIEGERLAND INFO callsign chgd to SIEGERLAND INFORMATION.

Soest, (Bad Sassendorf), EDLZ, EFF 28 MAR 19 Paderborn (D) (2500'/4500') withdrawn.

Stadtlohn, (Vreden), EDLS, TMA (D) Nieuw Milligen E vertical limits chgd to (FL 65/FL 95).TMA (D) Nieuw Milligen E (FL 55/FL 65) estbld, PTO, COM LEYSTAD ARRIVAL 134.530. TMA (E) Nieuw Milligen E (FL 55/FL 65) estbld, PTO.

VDF AVBL on freq 119.205.

Stuttgart, EDDS, EFF 16 MAR 20 until 13 NOV 20 Large-scale construction work takes place between TWY M and TWY O. TWY M will be relocated to the north. The use of affected part of TWY M will be restricted to ACFT up to code C maximum. The northern part of present TWY I as well as the transition from TWY O to TWY M at the western end of the apron will be straightened and they will be assigned the new TWY designations L2 and L3. The start of the construction work as well as operational restrictions are published by NOTAM.

Sylt, EDXW, VDF out of service.

VFR APCH/DEP should avoid the IFR APCH/DEP sectors. Pilots are advised to contact TWR for local TFC and PJE information.

Taucha, EDCT, Leipzig (D) airspace call sign MUENCHEN RADAR chgd to MUENCHEN RADAR (S).

Treuchtlingen-Bubenheim, EDTO, TREUCHTLINGEN-BUBENHEIM INFO call sign chgd to TREUCHTLINGEN INFO.

Varrelbusch, EDWU, TEL Apt Ops/PPR (04711) 4976, Fax 947631, PPR 01724204528 (mobile), 01728803668 (mobile).

Unpaved TWY established W of/paved TWYs and (new building established E of existing northern building.

Wershofen/Eifel, EDRV, WERSHOVEN INFO freq chgd from 122.40 to 121.390.

Wipperfuerth, (Neye), EDKN, New sector name ‘E’ established for ASP class (C) (2500/FL 100). New sector name ‘J’ established for ASP class (C) (3500/FL 100). New sector name ‘O’ established for ASP class (class 3500/FL 100). New sector name ‘R’ established for ASP class (C) (FL 65/FL 100). ASP name chgd to Duesseldorf/Koeln-Bonn.

Worms, EDFV, VDF withdrawn.

GREECE

Kefallinia, (Anna Pollatou), LGKF, EFF 10 SEP 20 Hotspots estbld: HS1 on intersection of TWY A2 and A: Parking stand 1, default facing is north. Clearance for facing south will be approved only after pilot's request and when south winds of more than 15 KT are prevailing at the AD. HS2 on intersection of TWY A1 and A: Parking stand 3, 4 default facing is south. Clearance for facing north will be approved only after pilot's request and when north winds of more than 15 KT are prevailing at the AD.

Paros, LGPA, Until 10 OCT 20 L 'NVO', freq 326 U/S.

Santorini, LGSR, TMA (D) Santorini lower limit chgd to 1000' AGL.

Thessaloniki, (Makedonia), LGTS, EFF 13 AUG 20 RWY 10/28 extended to the west, RWY length chgd to 3440m, TORA/LDA same as new RWY length. PAPI 10 angle chgd to 3.07°, PAPI 28 angle chgd to 3.8°. RWY F1 opened and redesignated to F9,TWY F2 opened and redesignated to F10. Complete RWY F west of RWY 16/34 opened and extended to RWY 10/28 RWY end. RWY J opened and redesignated to F5. Part of TWY F perpendicular RWY 10/28 designatedTWY F4. Further TWY connections to RWY 10/28 F1, F2 and F3 estbld.

HUNGARY

Balaton-Heviz, LHSM, EFF 26 MAR 20 Location name chgd from Heviz to Heviz-Balaton.
Gyor-Per, LHPR, EFF 30 JAN 20 NDB 'GYR', freq 354 estbld (N47 39.6 E017 43.3).

IRELAND

Cork, EICK, If flight planned to land at AD pilots may be requested to report at REP's and will be issued with joining instructions as required. REP INISHCARRA DAM replaced by CLASSIS LAKE QUARRY (N51 52.9 W008 37.8). Holding moved accordingly.

Dublin, (Dublin Intl), EIDW, EFF 05 DEC 19 UFN WIP to rehabilitate pavement on RWY 16/34. Phase 2: Work is carried out in different working areas. Exact dates and times of work in the working areas will be promulgated by NOTAM in due course. Please check current NOTAMs. Working Areas A/B/C/D/E: During working hours, RWY 16/34 will not be AVBL for LDG and T/KOF. RWY 16/34 will not be AVBL for taxiing within the Areas A/B/C/D/E. Following TWYs will not be AVBL within Areas: Area A: M1 & W2, Area B: P1 & W3, Area C: H1 & W1, Area D: H1, M1, W1 & W2, Area E: P1 & W3, TWY W2 Work Area: W2 & S2.

EFF 12 SEP 19 UFN Work is in progress on a project to rehabilitate North Apron TWY pavement and providing new stands. Taxiing on Apron TWY 6 will be diverted on temporary taxi line. Temporary towing line will be provided for access to ACFT Park C. Please check current NOTAMs.

EFF 13 AUG 20 UFN Work in progress on RWY 10/28 between 1900-0415LT. During working hours: RWY 10/28 length shortened, temporary displaced THR 28 (TORA/LDA 10/28 2141m), RL and THR1 chgd appropriate, PAPI 28 angle chgd to 2.9°, ALS 28 not AVBL and RWY 16/34 not AVBL. Please check current NOTAMs.

EFF 23 APR 20 UFN Works will take place parallel and east of RWY 16/34. RWY 16/34 will be unavailable for landing and take offs. TWY P1, M1 and H1 will each be temporarily unavailable. Working hours and details will be published by NOTAM.

EFF 25 MAY 20 until APRX SEP 20 The northern 500m of RWY 16/34 (incl. THR) will be unavailable for take offs or landings in order to facilitate the construction of the new parallel North RWY and associated TWYs. Exact dates will be published by NOTAM.

EFF 26 MAR 20 TWY between SAR hanger and RWY 16/34 csl.

Holding on REP CLANE BRG chgd to 264°/84°. REP LAMBAY CASTLE replaced by LAMBAY ISLAND (N53 29.5 W006 01.0).

Text withdrawn: ‘CAUTION: ACFT to route upwind of Pigeon House chimneys remain clear of plume’. Until APRX 20 AUG 20 Gormanston GMN’ DME freq 112.90 out of service due to maintenance.

Inisheer, EIRI, RWY length 13/31 reduced to 500m. INFO service CS changed to INISHEER AIRPORT.

Inishmaan, EIUM, APAPI withdrawn. INFO service CS changed to ‘INISHMAAN AIRPORT’.

Kerry, EIKY, EFF 31 MAR 16 PAPI RWY 26 chgd to 3.5°.

Rathcoole, EIRT, Grass TWY estbld between eastern hangar and RWY.

Shannon, EINN, COM Failure: ‘ACFT from the W, route to the Coney Island Holding’.

Non-compulsory REP's estbld: GORTGLASS LOUGH (N52 41.1 W009 09.0), KILLADYSERT CHURCH (N52 40.2 W009 06.3), DROMORE CASTLE (N52 47.1 W008 50.2), DROMOLAND CASTLE (N5247.1 W00854.1), REP FEENISH ISLAND replaced by CONEY ISLAND (N52 42.7 W009 00.1).

ITALY

GENERAL

ATC clearance for VFR traffic to enter CTA (D) Milano shall be requested only to Milano FIS.

ATC clearance for VFR traffic to enter CTA (D) Padova shall be requested only to Padova FIS.

EFF 21 JUN 18 Frequency Monitoring Code (FMC) Area (G) Milano North-West (Squawk 4610, MONITOR) 134,425 estbld N of CTA (D) Milano Piemonte sector 10, W of E009 00.0, E of E007 25.0 N of Malpensa ATZ and Milano CTA Grand Paradiso sector 17. FMC Area (G) Milano North-East (Squawk 4611, MONITOR 126,300) estbld E of E009 00.0 within Milano FIS Area, N of Piacenza CTR sector 3 and Parma CTR sector 2 till N of Bergamo CTR. FMC Area (G) Milano North (Squawk 4612, MONITOR 126,750) estbld N of FMC area North-West and North-East till Swiss-Italian border. FMC Area (G) Padova Central (Squawk 4777,MONITOR 124,150) estbld in lateral limits of Padova CTAs (D) sector 7, 8, 9 and sector 11 excluding lateral limits of CTRs of Treviso, Venezia, Bologna and Ronchi. FMC Area (G) Alghero/Olbia (Squawk5137, MONITOR 125,950) estbld within lateral limits of Sardegna CTA (D) Nord Sardegna sector 7. Vertical limit for all areas: GND - lower limit class A/C/D/E.

For all communication facilities referring to APP control service with call sign MILANO RADAR FREQ 132,700 should be read 132,705.

Milano TMA completely revised.

Text section 2.2 Airspace Restrictions: EFF 26 MAR 20 Prohibited Area LI-P175 (GND/2300’ AGL) estbld.

Text section 2.4.1.7 should read: All Z and Y flight plans with origin/destination Ticino AD shall be additionally addressed to LSZAZTZX.

Albenga, (Riviera), LIMG, EFF 10 OCT 19 AD Name ‘Riviera’ estbld for Albenga AD. Name of ATZ (G) Albenga chgd accordingly to Albenga/Riviera.

Alghero, (Fertilia), LIEA, EFF 27 FEB 20 ALS for RWY 02 estbld.

Bari, (Palesse), LIBD, EFF 26 MAR 20 RWY 07/25 and all TORA and LDA values chgd to 3000m.

TWY on APRONS 1-5 designated to ‘APRON TWY Q’.
Brindisi, (Casale Mil), LIBR, Until 05 SEP 20 VOR_TAC 113.20 'BRD' U/S.
Capua, LIAU, Until APRX 26 JUN 20 GRAZZANISE TACAN 'GRA' out of service.
Castel Viscardo, (Alfina), TMA (A) Roma (2500' or 1500' SFC whichever is higher/FL 195) and VFR Sectors completely withdrawn.
Castelnovo Don Bosco, LILF, EFF 12 NOV 15 Milano TMA chgd to class D, FL85/FL195. EFF 21 JUL 16 CTR (D) Torino 182 remark "or 1500' SFC whichever is higher' withdrawn.
Catania, (Fontanarossa), LIICC, Area chart: Unmannned ACFT area TC3 Holding Area (SFC/FL 180) moved APRX 13.1 NM to S.
Ceresara, Until APRX 27 NOV 20 NDB 'GAZ' freq 382 U/S.
Clusone, (Bergamo), LILLS, EFF 12 NOV 15 Milano TMA chgd to class D, FL125/FL195, VFR sector withdrawn.
Crotone, LIBC, Until APRX 31 AUG 20 Daily 0800-1700LT Lamezia APP control service may be provided without radar for Lamezia CTR.
Forli, LIPK, EFF 27 FEB 20 Temporary Reserved Area LI-TRA427 withdrawn.
Gragnano, (Piacenza), Until 15 SEP 20 For Piacenza CTR PIACENZA APPROACH freq not provided. ASP classification downgraded to (G). Until APRX 16 OCT 20 Piacenza ATZ downgraded to class G. Piacenza TWR not provided.
Lamezia, (Terme), LICa, Area chart: EFF 07 NOV 19 MIL firing area (SFC/4000') SE of coast withdrawn.
Area chart: Until APRX 31 AUG 20 Daily 0800-1700LT Lamezia APP control service may be provided without radar for Lamezia CTR.
Radio Failure on Maneuvering Area procedures for DEP ACFT, not yet on RWY, should read: ACFT shall continue taxi as cleared, upon reaching its clearance limit (if out of RWY) or RWY holding PSN (if already cleared to line up), where ACFT shall stop and wait for follow-me car to taxi back to the apron.
Until APRX 31 AUG 20 Daily 0800-1700LT Lamezia APP control service may be provided without radar for Lamezia CTR.
Latina, (Latina Mil), LIRL, Until APRX 20 OCT 20 LATINA APPROACH freq 126.550 not AVBL.
Marina Di Campo, LIRJ, Until 11 AUG 20 ELBA VORTAC 114.70 'ELB' AVBL as follow: VOR U/S, TACAN operating.
Mensanello, GROSSETO APPROACH (R) freq 122.100 completely withdrawn.
Milano, (Linate), LIML, AREA chart: Until 15 SEP 20 Piacenza CTR ASP classification downgraded to (G).
Milano, (Malpensa), LIMC, Advanced ULM are not allowed to enter Milano Malpensa ATZ.
PAPI 17L chgd to 3.2'.
Naples, (Capodichino), LIRN, Area chart: EFF 31 JAN 19 Li-P342 estbl at NE corner of MIL firing area with 0.5 NM radius and vertical limits GND/1500' AGL. Area chart: GRAZZANISE APPROACH 135.250 chgd to 135.255.
Area chart: Laser site San Giovanni a Teduccio estbl 1.8 NM SE from LI-P187, GND/197000'. Area chart: Until APRX 24 AUG 20 NDB 'POM' freq 351 and VORDME 'POM' freq 117.65 unserviceable.
Area chart: Until APRX 25 NOV 20 NDB 'POM' freq 351 U/S.
Oliba, (Crista Smeralda), LIEO, THRIL 05/23 estbl. Ozzano Emilia, (Flyozzano), LIKO, AD name changed to Flyozzano.
Pantelleria, (Pantelleria Mil), LICG, PPR for all GA private FLTIs and Air Taxi FLTIs without slots as well as for all TRNG FLTIs from ENAC via Handling. 2hr PPR for parking of MAX 2hr, 24hr PPR for a stop of more than 2hr. The PPR number must be included in item 18 of FPL. For VFR FLTIs or FLTIs without FPL the PPR number must be shown to the apron management staff ENAC.
Handling GAP S.p.A., TEL 0923699285, Fax 0923913295, E-Mail info@aeropordipantelleria.it
Until APRX 20 OCT 20 CTR Pantelleria 1 shall be considered Temporary Reserved Area due to CIV unmanned activity.
Parma, LIMP, Until 15 SEP 20 Piacenza CTR ASP classification downgraded to (G).
Perugia, (San Francesco), LIZR, Non based GA ACFT PPR for LDG via form on AD website & send to handling agent not earlier than 15 days and not later than 10hr before ETA.
Piancata, Until 19 SEP 20 Aviano CTR APP Control Service not provided and CTR (D) Aviano downgraded to class (G) occasionally.
Pisa, (San Giusto), LIRP, EFF 23 APR 20 RWY Vacated Signs estbl on TWYS A, B, C, D APRX 60m after each holding position in both directions. Every ACFT must vacate active RWY reaching the corresponding sign.
Pordenone, (Comina), LIKL, Until 19 SEP 20 Aviano CTR APP Control Service not provided and CTR (D) Aviano downgraded to class (G) occasionally.
Until 19 SEP 20 For Aviano ATZ AVIANO TOWER service not provided occasionally.
Ravenna, LIDR, Temporary Reserved Areas LI-TRA427 and LI-TRA428 withdrawn.
Reggio Calabria, LICT, Until APRX 30 AUG 20 REGGIO APPROACH 120.275 not provided occasionally. Reggio Calabria CTR ASP classification downgraded to G.
Rieti, LIQN, EFF 10 SEP 20 Non-compulsory REP estbls as follows: CITTAUDIACE (QNSE1) (N42 23.2 E012 56.9), CONTIGLIANO (QNW1) (N42 24.6 E012 46.1), PIEDILUCO (QNW1) (N42 32.1 E012 45.7), S.G. REATINO (QNS1) (N42 20.5 E012 51.3).
Rivoli, (Avro), LIKH, Until 19 SEP 20 Aviano CTR APP Control Service not provided and CTR (D) Aviano downgraded to class (G) occasionally.
Roma, (Ciammpio), LIRA, Area chart: Until APRX 20 OCT 20 LATINA APPROACH freq 126.550 not AVBL.
Guidonia ATZ 1-2 designated as RMZ 1-2 during ATS op hr.
TWY BB cld.

Roma, (Fonte di Papa), EFF 12 SEP 19 REPs PRIMA PORTA (RUN2) and SETTEBAGNI SERVICE AREA (RUNE1) chgd to compulsory. Roma/Urbe ATZ designated as RMZ during ATS op hr.

Roma, (Urbe), LIRU, Area chart: Guidonia ATZ 1-2 designated as RMZ 1-2 during ATS op hr and Roma/Urbe ATZ designated as RMZ during op hr.

Sabaudia, EFF 24 MAY 18 ROMA RADAR freq 125.950 AVBL. Until APRX 20 OCT 20 LATINA APPROACH freq 126.550 not AVBL.

SAN STINO DI LIVENZA, (PARCO LIVENZA), Until 19 SEP 20 CTR (D) Aviano downgraded to class (G) occasionally.

Sarzana, (Luni Mil), LIQW, EFF 02 JAN 20 Prohibited area LI-P 92 withdrawn.

Siena, (Amugnano), LIQW, EFF 21 MAY 20 PAPI 36 withdrawn.

Spessa, (La Speziana), Until 15 SEP 20 For Piacenza CTR PIACENZA APPROACH freq not provided. ASP classification downgraded to (G).

Thiene, LIDH, Unpaved TWY estbl at W of and parallel to RWY.

Trapani, (Birgi Mil), LICT, TRAPANI TOWER freq 119.700 chgd to 119.730.

Trento, (Mattarello), LIDT, Trento ATZ & RMZ chgd to H24 activity.

Treviso, (S.Angelo), LIPH, Until 19 SEP 20 CTR (D) Aviano downgraded to class (G) occasionally.

Trieste, (Ronchi Dei Legionari), LIPO, Area chart: Until 19 SEP 20 Aviano CTR APP Control Service not provided and CTR (D) Aviano downgraded to class (G) occasionally.

Area chart: Until 19 SEP 20 For Aviano ATZ AVIANO TOWER service not provided occasionally.

Udine, (Campofornido), LIPD, Until 19 SEP 20 Aviano CTR APP Control Service not provided and CTR (D) Aviano downgraded to class (G) occasionally.

Venezia, (Tessera), LIPZ, Area chart: Until 19 SEP 20 Aviano CTR APP Control Service not provided and CTR (D) Aviano downgraded to class (G) occasionally.

Area chart: Until 19 SEP 20 For Aviano ATZ AVIANO TOWER service not provided occasionally.

Vergiate, LILG, TMA Milano 2 Oltrepo estbl from W over city Malgesso with width 0.5 NM till intersection of TMA Milano Brianza and Milano Lombardia.

Verona, (Villafranca), LIPX, AREA chart: Until 15 SEP 20 Piacenza CTR ASP classification downgraded to (G).

Vigarolo, Until 31 AUG 20 NDB ‘COD’ freq 400.5 U/S.

Vische, (Moncucco Vische), LIVV, AD name ‘Moncucco Vische’ estbl.

---

**LATVIA**

**GENERAL**

Until 29 SEP 20 RIGA FIS freq RIGA INFORMATION 120.225 chgd to RIGA CONTROL 133.200.

---

Cesis, EVCA, Length RWY 03/21 reduced to 770m.

Jurmala, EVJA, Until 30 OCT AD is closed to all international flights.

Liepaja, (Liepaja Intl), EVLA, ACFT equipped with suitable two-way radio communications operating in Liepaja TIA/TIZ shall report every 20 to 40 MIN that the flight is progressing according to plan. Such report to comprise the identification of the ACFT and the words “Operations normal”. The “Operations normal” message shall be transmitted to LIEPAJA INFORMATION.

AD hr: By Notam. O/T and Non-Schengen FLT's 24hr PPR via mobile must be submitted during AD Opr hr. PPR number must be inserted in item 18 of FPL (if FPL submitted). Opr hr: Mon-Fri 0900-1700LT.

EFF 10 SEP 20 Restricted Area EV-R 3 (GND/FL 270) and EV-R 4 (GND/4500') withdrawn.

Riga, (Riga Intl), EVRA, EFF 10 SEP 20 ATZ Spilve-A1 (GND/600'), A2 (GND/600') and B (GND/1000') excluded from CTR Riga (GND/2500') vertical limits. TWY P divided on the crossing with TWY C to TWY P north and TWY P south.

Spilve, EVRS, EFF 10 SEP 20 ATZ Spilve-A1 (GND/600'), A2 (GND/600') and B (GND/1000') excluded from CTR Riga (GND/2500') vertical limits.

---

**LITHUANIA**

**GENERAL**

Text section 2.1, paragraph Border Area: 'Application forms for flights may be submitted...' chgd to 'Application forms for flights may be submitted via FAX (837) 399027 or E-Mail: paraiskos.kop@mil.lt, not later than within 3 working days before the intended TKOF time.' 'Application form for permit...' updated to 'Application form for permit and the procedure for issuance of permits for flight of civil aircraft in the border area are described in the AIC A 009-20 of 16 MAY 20.'

Until APRX 02 OCT 20 FIS freq SIAULIAI INFORMATION 124.450 chgd to 120.405.

---

Kartena, EYKT, PALANGA TOWER freq 124.300 estbl additionally for Palanga TMA.

Klaipeda, EYKL, PALANGA TOWER freq 124.300 estbl additionally for Palanga TMA.

Siauliai, EYS, Until 30 SEP 20 Construction works will take place at CLSD TWY E adjacent to THR 32R. THR 32R displaced by 455m. RWY 14L/32R: TORA/LDA chgd to 3045m; RWY 14L: Intersection TKOF TORA from TWY B/H chgdto

---
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EUROPE

2195m. ALS 32R - PAPI 32R - THRL 32R - RCLL out of service. TWY J BTN THR 32L and THR 32R partly closed.

Vilnius, (Vilnius Intl.), EYVI, TWY H clsd, TWY N extended towards crossing with TWY L. Until APRX 30 NOV 21 Reconstruction works will be carried out at AD in several phases. Phase 1: Until APRX 03 SEP 20 Part of TWY F between THR 01 and TWY E will be closed. Phase 2: EFF 03 SEP 20 until APRX 03 NOV 20 TWY E and part of TWY F between THR 01 and TWY D will be closed. Taxiing to/from hangars for GA and PRKG stands 62-67 will not be AVBL. Taxiing from PRKG stands 56-61 to TWY F in S direction will not be AVBL. Please check current NOTAMs for further phases, details and operational impact.

LUXEMBOURG

Luxembourg, ELLX, Until summer 21 OBST (Cranes) up to 1180’ will be erected 0.6 NM 250° from THR 06.

MALTA

Malta, (Luqa), LMML, EFF 23 APR 20 Apron 4 withdrawn, TWY M2 withdrawn.

Handling agents are:
Airmalta Aviation Service, TEL 23951122, 79432443 (mobile), E-Mail joseph.zammit@aasmalta.com
Aviaserve Ltd., TEL 22265951, 79626213 (mobile), Fax 23696422, E-Mail jbugeja@aviaserve.eu, Web www.aviaserve.eu

Until 31 AUG 20 Due to replacement of APCH LGTs on RWY 05 during work periods RWY 05/23 will be limited to locally-based Code A ACFT OPS only and declared DISTs will chgd: RWY 05 TORA/LDA 1359m, RWY23 TORA/LDA 1579m. INT TKOF RWY 23Q and 23R withdrawn. RWY 05/23 RL and RWY 05 THRl unavailable, APCH LGT on RWY 05 limited to centreline LGTs. Also following limitations will occur at certain times: RWY05/23 will be CLSD to ACFT OPS except for permitted TAX and approved ACFT engine run-ups. Pls check current NOTAMs for detailed info.

MELILLA

Melilla, GEML, EFF 14 SEP 17 GA parking stand G3 withdrawn.
EFF 23 MAY 19 PAPI 15 only AVBL between 1.2 NM and THR. PAPI 15 chgd to 4.38°.

Until APRX 30 DEC 20 NDB 'MIA', freq 292 and DME 'MIL', freq 117.40 will be temporarily U/S. Pls check current NOTAMs.

NETHERLANDS

Ameland, EHAL, E-Mail info@ehal.nl
Amsterdam, (Schiphol), EHAM, Until APRX 16 JUN 20 Crossing FLTs in Schiphol CTR 1, 2 and 3 require coordination at least 6 hr in advance.

Contact OHD at www.lnl-ohd.nl and fill out an online form. Advice to stay CLR of SchipholCTR 1, 2 and 3 due to high TFC density.

Breda, (Seppe), EHSE, EFF 13 AUG 20 Departure RWY 25: After TKOF turn left to maintain track 239° MAG on TKOF leg due to noise abatement. Training engine failure not allowed.

De Kooy, EHKO, ATS up hr: Mon-Thu 0700-2230LT (Summer until 0100LT), Fri 0700-2200LT, Sat Sun Hel 0700-1200LT, 1500-2000LT

Drachten, EHDZ, EFF 02 JAN 20 TWY added in the middle of RWY 08/26 leading to the existing TWY parallel to the RWY.

TMA (D) Nieuw Milligen B (FL 55/FL 65) PTO, COM LELYSTAD ARRIVAL 134.530. TMA (E) Nieuw Milligen B (FL 55/FL 65) estbld, PTO.


Groningen, (Eelde), EHGG, Until 31 JUL 20 Avoid overflying of area Fochteloever, circle with radius 2 NM in SW part of CTR, around 4NM W of Bovensmilde due to breeding birds.

Hilversum, EHHV, EFF 18 JUN 20 Frequency Monitoring Code (FMC) Area Schiphol (Squawk 7020, MONITOR 124.300) estbld below Schiphol TMA 1.


Hoogeveen, EHHO, EFF 10 SEP 20 RWY 09/27 length chgd to 1190m, RWY 09 TORA/LDA chgd to 1190m/1100m. RWY 27 TORA/LDA chgd to 1190m/1160m.

Lelystad, EHEL, Fuel: F-3, Jet A-1 (self-service with fuel supplier card or credit card (VISA, Mastercard)).

Maastricht, (Maastricht-Aachen), EBKB, Handling compulsory for non-based GA ACFT. Handling request shall be submitted prior to flight via E-Mail handling@asigroup.eu or via http://cy.myhandlingsoftware.com

Rotterdam, EHRD, EFF 10 SEP 20 TWY 'KILO' designator chgd to TWY K. TWY 'LIMA' designator chgd to TWY L. Paved area E of TWY J designated 'J Apron'.

TEL Apt Operator (010) 4463444. Ops 4463450, 4463453.
E-Mail operations@rotterdam.nl

Stadskaanaal, EHST, E-Mail info@ehst.nl Fuel Euro 98 ethanol-free.

EFF 23 MAY 19 DUTCH MIL freq 128.355 (Nieuw Millingen TMA) withdrawn. TMZ in briefing strip should read RMZ.

**Norway**

**General**

EFF 03 MAR 16 VOR/DME 'BBU' permanently withdrawn.

EFF 18 JUN 20 FIS freq NORWAY CONTROL 127.900 withdrawn.

The en-route services in Norway FIR changed their spoken call sign to 'NORWAY CONTROL'.

Alesund, (Vigra), ENAL, E-Mail enal@saerco.com

Bergen, (Flesland), ENBR, EFF 10 SEP 20 FLESLAND APPROACH freq chgd from 125.00 to 126.100.

EFF 10 SEP 20 HEL REP SELSTO and HEL route from SELSTO to HAGNES withdrawn. HEL REP NAPP (N60 24.0 E005 03.3) estbd between VINEN and BILDOY; HEL REP BEVER (N60 18.9 E005 09.5) estbd between BILDOY and NESET. HEL arrival route VINEN-NAPP-BILDOY-BEVER-NESET estbd. REP HJELTO renamed to YELTO. HEL route from NARØY to HAGNES withdrawn, HEL arrival route from NARØY to SLETTEN estbd. MAX altitude for light ACFT W of AD chgd to 1000' and E of AD chgd to 1500'.

TEL ACFT parking office/PPR 67031570. Apt Operator 67031100. TWR 55929611. MET Center Bergen 55236650.

AD op hr H24, PPR for all VFR FLT's.

Bjorli, ENLBB, EFF 06 SEP 20 until 25 SEP 20 Temporarily restricted area EN-R 599 Romsdal estbd from town Overdalangen along valley to the N, around 2 NM to each side of road, GND/5000'.

Bronnøysund, (Bronnøy), ENBN, TEL: Apt Operator 67033290. AFIS 67033260.

Elverum, (Starmoen), ENSM, EFF 18 JAN 16 Danger Area EN-D103 withdrawn.

Engeløy, (Gradussan), ENEN, ENGEOLOY TRAFFIC callsign chgd to EIVIK TRAFFIC.

Helle TIZ lateral limits chgd.

Flore, ENFL, ATS op hr: Mon-Fri 0500-2230LT, Sat 0930-1015LT & 1630-1700LT, Sun 1140-1220LT & 1630-2230LT, O/T PPR. Pilots with Avinor PFLY card see section 3.2.

Fuel: Jet A-1 (Mon-Thu 0610-2130LT, Fri 0715-2130LT, Sat 1325-1820LT, Sun 0915-0935LT & 1335-2130LT. BP card only, other payment O/R at least 24hr TEL +971 504536032 (UAE) or airbopouthours@bp.com).

Froya, (Flatval), ENFA, Orland TMA upper limit chgd to FL 175.

Fyresdal, ENFY, VOR 'SKI' freq 113.60 perm withdrawn, DME still AVBL.

Forde, (Bringeland), ENBL, TEL AFIS 57717907, 57717908. Apt Administration 67031940.

Gello, (Dagali), ENDI, VOR 'KLD' freq 113.70 perm withdrawn.

Harstad-Narvik, (Evenes), ENEV, EFF 13 AUG 20 Apron designations withdrawn. Undesignated TWYs estbd E of TWY D & E.

EFF 22 APR 21 until 14 JUL 21 Due to construction work RWY 17/35 length will be reduced. RWY 17 TORA/LDA chgd to 2153m/2003m, RWY 35 TORA/LDA chgd to 2003m/1943m.

EFF 26 MAR 20 C/S EVENES TOWER (freq 120.100) chgd to EVENES APPROACH.

EFF 26 MAY 16 VDF completely withdrawn.

EFF 30 MAR 17 CTR Evenes lateral limits slightly extended to S. RWY 35 PAPI angle chgd to 3.5°.

Hasvik, ENHK, EFF 03 MAR 16 VDF AVBL on 119.900.

EFF 13 AUG 20 Apron not accessible right in front of the Terminal BLDG.

TEL AFIS 78451311. Apt Administration 67035100.

Haugesund, (Karmøy), ENHD, EFF 23 APR 20 CS KARMOY TOWER chgd to HAUGESUND TOWER.

TEL Apt Operator 52804030. TWR 52830719.

Kirkenes, (Hoybukta), ENKR, EFF 18 JUN 20 until 02 DEC 20 and 23 APR 21 until 08 SEP 21 Construction work will cause the AVBL RWY length to be reduced. In 2020, two RWY configuration will be available in the period with constructionwork: 'RWY Kilo' and 'RWY Lima'. RWY Kilo is a RWY configuration with displaced THR RWY 23, shorter declared distances, and PLASI instead of PAPI for RWY 23. Planned declared distances RWY Kilo: RWY 05 TORA 1362m, LDA 1305m, RWY 23 TORA/LDA 1305m. RWY Lima configuration does not affect VFR.

EFF 23 APR 21 until 16 JUN 21 The first period with construction work will use RWY configuration RWY Mike, with displaced THR RWY 05, shorter declared distances and PLASI instead of PAPI as visual guidance to RWY 05. Planned declared distances RWY Mike: RWY 05 TORA/LDA 1605m, RWY 23 TORA 1742m, LDA 1305m. EFF 17 JUN 21 until 08 SEP 21 The second period with construction work: RWY configuration Kilo and Lima introduced in 2020 will again be used.

Klanten, ENKĻ, Fargernes TIZ and TIA withdrawn.

Kristiansand, (Kjevik), ENCN, E-Mail encn@saerco.com

Kristiansund, (Kvernberget), ENKB, AD op hr: Mon-Fri 0615-2245LT, Sat 0900-1400LT, Sun 1130-2100LT, O/T PPR.

Fuel: Jet A-1 (Mon-Fri 0600-2000LT, Sat 0630-1030LT, Sun 0830-1500LT & 1800-2100LT, TEL Shell 90768649 (mobile)).

Lakselv, (Banak), ENNA, ATS hr: ATS Mon-Fri 0600-2345LT, Sat 1020-1805LT, Sun 1020-2345LT, O/T PPR. Pilots with Avinor PFLY card see section 3.2.

Mosjoen, (Kjaerstad), ENMS, AD op hr: Mon-Fri 0620-2250LT, Sat 0920-1250LT, Sun 1220-2250LT, O/T PPR. Pilots with Avinor PFLY card see section 3.2.

EFF 12 NOV 15 PLASI RWY 16/34 restricted to ACFT operators with steep APCH approval. Not to be used outside 2.1 NM DME 'MS'.
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Eff 30 Mar 17 depiction of circling lights to RWY 16 withdrawn.

Namsos, ENNM, Eff 17 Sep 15 ILS RWY 25 withdrawn.

Orsta-Volda, (Hovden), ENOV, Due to terrain extreme wind conditions may occur at and in the vicinity of AD. Tailwind can occur at final and over the THR to both RWYs simultaneously. Also headwind during TKOF roll may suddenly turn to tailwind when passing the RWY end and/or during climb-out. This can occur on both RWYs simultaneously. Turbulence and wind shear warnings are available on www.ippc.no.

Oslo, (Gardermoen), ENGM, Until APRX MAR 2021 construction work at AD will take place. The exact times for start and completion of work will be announced via NOTAM and/or ATIS.

Rorvik, (Ryum), ENRM. E-Mail enrmlt@avinor.no

Sandane, (Anda), ENSD, AFIS op hr: Mon-Thu 0450-1000LT & 1500-2130LT, Fri 0450-1000LT & 1500-2200LT, Sat 0820-1150LT, Sun 1500-2130LT, O/T PPR.

Sandnessjoen, (Stokka), ENST, EFF 10 OCT 19 PLASI 02/20 glideslope angle changed to 3.0°/3.2°.

Stavanger, (Sola), ENZV, EFF 13 Aug 20 Western part of Apron 7 extended to SW. HELI stand 56 estbld.

Stokmarknes, (Skagen), ENSK, EFF 12 NOV 15 PLASI RWY 27 unrestricted.

Stord, (Sorstokken), ENSO, EFF 30 Mar 17 Two most S sectors of TMA West Coast on the chart, class (C) with vertical limits 1500/FL 175 and 3500/FL 175 renamed to Sola TMA. Remaining sectors of West Coast TMA renamed to Flesland TMA. Contact freq for Flesland TMA: FLESLAND APPROACH 121.000 (W sector), 125.000 (E sector).

Trondheim, (Vaernes), ENVA, Fuel F-3 (H24 from automatic fuel dispenser, Mastercard, Visa, Shell & Statoil card), Jet A-1 (Sun-Fri 0500-2100LT, Sat 0700-1700LT, O/T with surcharge via TEL 74834640, 91176530 (mobile)).

Vadsø, ENVD, EFF 23 APR 20 TMA (C) Kirkenes control service chgd to KIRKENES APPROACH 118.100 and 120.350.

Valle, (Araksoyene), ENVE, ICAO Location Indicator assigned.

Vardo, (Svartnes), ENSS, TEL: Apt Operator 67035255, Fax 67035261. AFIS 75541600.

POLAND

Eff 20 Aug 15 Czempin VOR/DME ’CZE’ replaced by VOR/DME 114.50 ’CMP’ at N52 08.0 E016 43.2.


Bialystok, (Krywlan), EPBK, EFF 13 Aug 20 until APRX 31 Dec 20 RWY 09L/27R narrowed to 80m. Only S part of RWY usable.

Fuel: F-3 (only for ACB).

Bielsko-Biala, (Aleksandrowice), EPBA, EFF 02 Jan 20 ZAR RADIO freq 122.800 chgd to 122.805.

Until 31 DEC 20 RWY 04/22 and RWY 07/25 temporarily closed.

Bydgoszcz, EPBY, TEL: Apt Operator 523753355, 523654692, 515060250 (mobile), Fax 523713493. TWR 523654900, 523247145, 523247146, Fax 523654902.

Fuel: F-3, Jet A-1 (O/R 6 hr via ORLEN Aviation Sp. z o.o. TEL 242568050, Fax 243679105, 693280276 (mobile), E-Mail filia.bizia@orlen.pl; Visa, Visa Electron, Mastercard, Amex, carnets).

Elblag, EPEL, Until APRX 31 Dec 20 Grass RWY 08/26 CLSD. THR 10 displaced by 180m towards THR 28. LDA 10 chgd to 520m.

Gdansk, (Lech Walesa), EPGD, EFF 02 JAN 20 until APRX 27 JAN 22 Availability of ACFT stands 26, 27, 28 & 28A will be limited. PIs check current NOTAMS for detailed info.

Gliwice, EPGI, EFF 18 JUN 20 until 31 MAR 21 Modernisation works and construction of the new RWY with artificial surface and dimensions of 800m length and 23m width will take place on AD. Grass RWY 08R/26L and 10R/28L out of service until APRX 31 DEC 20. Declared distances of RWY 08L/26R and RWY 10L/28R changed until APRX 31 MAR 21. THR 08L displaced by 100m in the direction of THR 26R, TORA 08L/26R 700m/600m, LDA 08L/26R 600m/700m. THR 10L displaced by 100m in the direction of THR 28R, TORA 10L/28R 680m/580m, LDA 10L/28R 580m/680m.

Goraszka, EPZO, EFF 14 AUG 20 until 14 NOV 20 Temporary Reserved Area EP-TR 367 (GND/1200’) estbld N of REP MIKE and N of road leading from E to W with a north-south lateral limit of 0.6 NM.

Grudziadz, (Lisie Katy), EPGL, Fuel: F-3 (only for AD users).


Until APRX 30 DEC 20 RWY’s 04/22 and 12/30 are closed.


Katowice, (Muchowiec), EPKM, EFF 13 Aug 20 until APRX 30 Aug 21 RWY 07/25 closed. RWY 05R/23L GLD only. THR 05R displaced by 220m. THR 23L displaced by 350m. LDA reduced to 380m/250m.

Katowice, (Pyrzowice), EPKT, Until 21 MAR 22 Due to works RWY availability may be restricted. PIs check current NOTAMS.
Until APRX 30 NOV 21 Works take place and carried out in 3 tasks. Tasks 1 and 2 without operational impact. Task 3: TWY E1 will be partially closed in the 2020 summer season. Pls check current NOTAMs.

Ketryn, EPKE, EFF 10 SEP 20 RWY 15/33 width chgd to 50m.

Krakow, (Balice), EPKK, TEL: Apt Operator 126393000, Fax 126393175. TWIR 126397562, Fax 124115007, Airport Duty Officer 126393305, Fax 126393112.
Handling agent: LS Airport Services S.A. freq chg to 131.500 MHz, Excel Handling Sp. z o.o. freq no longer AVBL.
New handling agent: Aviation Support Poland Sp. z o.o. TEL 126393546, 515409724 (mobile), E-Mail krkops@ryanairsun.com

Lublin, EPLB, E-Mail info@portlotniczy.lublin.pl, dopl@portlotniczy.lublin.pl, twr lublin@pansa.pl


Olsztyn, (Dajtki), EPOD, Until APRX 31 MAY 21 RWY 09L/27R: RWY shortened by 300m in the direction of THR 27R. Markings of DTHR 09L provided. RWY 09L/27R declared chgd: TORA 850m/550m, LDA 550m/850m. RWY 09R/27L: THR 09R displaced by 256m in the direction of THR 27L, THR 27L displaced by 110m in the direction of THR 09R. Markings of DTHR 09R provided. RWY 09R/27L declared chgd: TORA 740m/594m, LDA 594m/740m.

Olsztyn, (Mazury), EPSY, ATS op hr: Mon Fri 0900-2330LT, Tue 0900-2230LT, Wed Thu Sat Sun 0900-2000LT, check current Notam.

Pila, EPPI, Danger area EP-D37 Nadarzyce vertical limit chgd to GND/FL 245.
Pobiednik Wielki, EPKP, Fuel: F-3 (H2 self-service AVBL).
Poznan, (Bednary), EPBB, EFF 18 JUN 20 POZNAN APPROACH freq chgd from 129.030 to 128.925.

Radom, (Piastow), EPRF, EFF 16 JUN 20 until APRX 31 MAY 21 RWY 17/35 out of service. Until APRX 07 OCT 20 VOR/DME 113.85 ’RAD’ U/S.

Radom, (Sadkow), EPRA, Until 30 APR 22 Construction works on RWY, reconstruction of TWYs E and A, construction of rapid exit TWYs at E and W part of RWY, building constructions. Due to works civil TWR will not be available. Caution advice due to presence of equipment. During construction works the AD is unavailable for civil ACFT with the exemptions of flights indicated as: HEAD, STATE, GARDA, MEDEVAC, HOSP, HEMS. Pls check current NOTAMs for any limitations and restrictions.

Szczerecin, (Goleniow), EPSC, ATS op hr: 0500-0300LT.

Eff 10 SEP 20 WARNING: Birds and wild animals in the vicinity of AD.

Eff 16 JUL 20 until APRX 31 DEC 20 Construction works will be carried out at AD. TWY G and TWY A2 from intersection with TWY G to the end in the SE direction not AVBL. Alternative air taxiing route will be designated N of TWY G for movement from paved area to TWY A2.

Warszawa, (Chopin), EPWA, Area chart: MODLIN RADAR 123.930 within CTR (D) Warszawa/Modlin (GND/2000’) provided during op hr of MODLIN TWR/CTR.
Eff 16 MAR 20 until APRX 28 JAN 21 Construction works takes place on Apron 1. Any limitations and obstructions will be published by NOTAM. Pls check current NOTAMs.

Until 30 MAY 21 several lighted cranets are erected: Until 15 OCT 20 Lighted cranes up to 584’ estbld 890m E of REP ECHO outside holding pattern. Until 30 JUN 23 Lighted cranes up to 574’ estbld 460m E of REP ECHO outside holding pattern. Until 16 SEP 21 Lighted cranes up to 575’ estbld 0.8 NM NE of REP ECHO within holding pattern. Until 31 AUG 20 Lighted cranes up to 532’ estbld 1.6 NM of THR 29 within ARR/DEP sect. Until 31 DEC 20 Lighted cranes up to 476’ estbld 660m E of THR 29 within ARR/DEP sect. Until 31 DEC 20 Lighted cranes up to 541’ estbld 1.9 NM NW of THR 15 within ARR/DEP sect. Until 30 MAY 21 Lighted cranes up to 502’ estbld 1.1 NM NW of THR 15 within ARR/DEP sect.

Until APRX 31 DEC 20 Intersection TKOF RWY 15 for TWY S2 AVBL, TORA 2862m.

Warszawa, (Modlin), EPMO, MODLIN RADAR 123.930 within CTR (D) Warszawa/Modlin (GND/2000’) provided during op hr of MODLIN TWR/CTR.

EFF 21 MAY 20 until 31 OCT 20 Temporary Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Areas L10 and L13 both 2000' AGL/5000' establ. For information about activation contact LISBOA INFORMATION on 130.900 or 123.750 (FIS).

TEL Apt 239947235, Fax 239946449.
AD Days, AFIS Winter 0800LT-SS, Summer 0800LT-1000LT.
Fuel no longer AVBL. Until APRX 10 NOV 20 Unpaved areas can be required as parking areas. Crews shall comply with AD staff instructions.

Espinho, LPIN, UFN surface of RWY 17/35 and TWys in poor condition.

Leiria, (Gandara Dos Olivais), LPSF, EFF 28 FEB 20 until 31 DEC 20 Crane (99' AGL) establ APRX 500m in extension of RWY 20.

Lisboa, LPPT, Area chart: Bird concentration/ activity within 0.5 NM radius centred on N38 36.8 W008 58.6 up to 1500' AGL (APRX 12.6 NM SE of LPPT AD).

Bird concentration/activity within 0.5 NM radius centred on N38 36.8 W008 58.6 up to 1500' AGL (APRX 12.6 NM SE of LPPT AD).

EFF 02 JAN 20 UFN Construction of new Rapid Exit TWys in four phases - activated by NOTAM (part 1/2): These works are classified as major works and may affect the operation of ACFT. The following restrictions may temporarily occur: Phase 1 (APRX JAN 20): RWY U2 CLSD BTN TWY G2 and RWY 17/35, RWY Q3 CLSD. Phase 2 (APRX JAN 20-MAY 20): RWY 03/21 CLSD, TWY U2 CLSD BTN TWY G2 and RWY 17/35, TWys Q3/U4/U5/HN CLSD, RWY 17/35 CLSD BTN TWY U3 and RWY 03/21. Phase 3 (APRX JUN 20-JUL 20): RWY 03/21 CLSD, TWY U2 CLSD BTN TWY G2 and RWY 17/35, TWys Q3/S1 CLSD, TWys U3 and U4 centreline markings offset to the east & centrelines lights deactivated. Phase 4 (APRX JUL 20-AUG 20): TWY S1 CLSD, TWys U3 and U4 centreline markings offset to the east & centrelines lights deactivated.

EFF 02 JAN 20 UFN Construction of new Rapid Exit TWys in four phases - activated by NOTAM (part 2/2): Caution: during all four phases possible crossings of contractor vehicle! Mobile construction equipment and personnel & high intensity activity of equipment and vehicles. Pilots should be cautious when taxising. Presence of spotlights or OBST lights at the work areas which should not be confused with AD lighting. Pilots are requested to report to ATC any unsafe condition or incorrect behaviour.

EFF 05 DEC 19 UFN Renaming of TWY designation will be as follows: TWY A2 (BTN TWY Y and G1) renamed to A3, TWY R1 renamed to A4, TWY R2 renamed to A5, TWY S1 renamed to A6, TWY S2 renamed to A7, TW Y renamed to S1, TWY S3 (BTN A7 and U6) renamed to S2. Intersection of TWY A6 and A7 with RWY 03/21 is AVBL for busy or high-traffic crossing. No declared distances are defined and this intersection is not considered a TKOF position. Please check current NOTAMs.

EFF 10 OCT 19 UFN WIP due to conversion of RWY 17/35 onto RWY T. The RWY will be divided in 9 sub-areas, each with different work hours and durations. Whenever there is doubt about safety conditions,ACFT pilots should notify ATS that will then request Airport Authority actions according to reported issues. Pls check current NOTAMs. UFN NDB 'MIO', freq 322, out of service...

UFN Temporary conversion of RWY 17/35 onto RWY T. New RWY T will be divided in segments: BTN RWY K and M1 designated as Temporary Parking Area 351, BTN RWY M1 and Y designated as TWY T1, BTN TWY Y and G1 designated as TWY T2, BTN TWY G1 and W2 designated as T3, BTN TWY W2 and U3 designated as TWY T4, BTN TWY U3 and RWY 03/21 SOUTH SIDE designated as TWY T5, BTN RWY 03/21 NORTH SIDE and RWY T designated as TWY T6; RWY 17/35 only AVBL for taxiing from RWY M1 to the north (new TWY T1); Intersection of TWY T5 and T6 with RWY 03/21 is AVBL for busy or high-traffic crossing. No declared distances are defi ne d and this intersection is not considered a TKOF position. All procedures for RWY 35 and 17 suspended UFN. Please check current NOTAMs.

Lousa, LPLZ, EFF 21 MAY 20 until 31 OCT 20 Temporary Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Areas L10 and L13 both 2000' AGL/5000' and L11 and L14 both 2000' AGL/7500' establ. For information about activation contact LISBOA INFORMATION on 130.900 or 123.750 (FIS).

Porto, (Francisco CA Carneiro), LPPR, H24 (through Airport Duty Manager via TEL 229432400 or E-mail ascsoa-supervisor@ana.pt).

 Until APRX 29 JAN 21 Construction works on TWY F with expected restrictions and limitation to RWY F and RWY usage. Pilots are warned to the presence of men and equipment on RWY 17/35 strip east side. Please check current NOTAMs for details on RWY and RWY F closure.

Proenca-a-Nova, (Moitas), LPPN, EFF 21 MAY 20 until 31 OCT 20 Temporary Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Areas L18 2000' AGL/5500', L14 and L15 both 2000' AGL/7500' establ. For information about activation contact LISBOA INFORMATION on 130.900 or 123.750 (FIS).

Santarem, LPSR, Caution: RWY 05 - some sunken surfaces in the first 200m of the right shoulder.

Seia, LPSE, EFF 09 DEC 16 AD elev chgd to 1456'. EFF 21 MAY 20 until 31 OCT 20 Temporary Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Areas L8 2000' AGL/8500' and L12 2000' AGL/9000' establ. For information about activation contact LISBOA INFORMATION on 130.900or 123.750 (FIS).

Vila Real, LPVR, EFF 05 DEC 19 until 30 SEP 20 Due to displaced THR 02 take into consideration the following limitations: AD limited to HEL and ULM ACFT, LDG and TKOF shall be made on RWY between THR 20 and the exit to Apron E. TORA/LDA reduced to 300m (DTHR 02: 646m).

UFN ALS 02 u/s.

Viseu, LPVZ, Designation establ for all TWY and APRons: TWY closest to THR 36 named TWY H, leading to paved area W of RWY designated as
APRON SOUTH. TWY parallel to TWY H named TWY G. TWY placed W of and in the middle of RWY named TWY F. TWY parallel to TWY F, further N, leading to paved area with two buildings named TWY E. Paved area near TWY E enlarged to N and named APRON NORTH. TWY's diagonal to RWY named TWY D and C, with TWY C closer to THR 18.

**EFF 21 MAY 20** until 31 OCT 20 Temporary Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Areas L3 2000' AGL/6000' and L4 2000' AGL/7500' estbd. For information about activation contact LUSBOA INFORMATION on 130.900 or 123.750 (FIS).

Until APRX 31 DEC 22 TWY D and TWY C closed except for access to building located N on Apron North.

Viseu ATZ vertical limits changed from GND/3000' to GND/4000'.

### SERBIA-MONTENEGRO

**Belgrade, (Nikola Tesla), LYBE**, EFF 26 MAR 20 UFN Construction work in progress between RWY 12/30 and TWY A. Construction will be done in phases. During each phase a certain number of TWYS will be closed. It is advised to follow current NOTAMs for further information. Temporary Hot Spots are estbd. Hot spot 4 on TWY A, between TWY E & D. Hot spot 5 on TWY A next to helipad. Hot spot 6 on TWY C. Pilots are asked to exercise caution.

**EFF 30 JAN 20** UFN Construction works will take place at AD. Temporary change of traffic regime on apron A from PRKG stand A9 to A14. Start of construction work and further information on availability of PRKG stands, traffic limitations will be published by NOTAMs.

**Podgorica, LYPG**, Area chart: EFF 19 JUL 18 Restricted area LA-R4 Kopliku estbd SE of REP RETRA with vertical limits: GND/3500'.

Area chart: EFF 26 MAR 20 Danger Area for NATO Operations: (GND/FL 250) withdrawn.

Area chart: TSA 04 completely withdrawn.

**Pristina, BKPR**, Construction works will take place in AD with 4 active construction sites. Site 1 Rapid Exit Taxiway - RET 1 near TWY E. Site 2 Rapid Exit Taxiway - RET 2 near TWY F. Site 3 Extension of RWY by 540m to S and parallel TWY S of TWY A connection TWY A and new THR 35. Site 4 works N of THR 17. Active TWYS may be closed on tactical basis. Due to low flying ALT, additional caution is required from HEL OPP. Please check current NOTAMs.

Until 11 NOV 20 Reconstruction work on RWY 17/35. RWY 17/35 LDA/TORA shortened from 2500m to 2200m. THR 35 temporarily displaced by 300m towards THR 17. PIs check current NOTAMs.

**Tivat, LYTU**, ALS 32 withdrawn. Summer until 10 SEP 0600-1930LT, 11-30 SEP 0630-1900LT, 0700-1800LT. Winter 0700-1630LT. All FLT's shall be coordinated 36hr prior LDG/TKOF via E-Mail with the Apt Operator.

### SLOVAKIA

**Bratislava, (M.R. Stefanik), LZIB**, UFN RWY B and helicopter landing area H2 are temporarily closed due to parking of ACFT.

**Jasna, LZJS**, RUZOMBEROK TRAFFIC chgd to 123.030.

**Lucenec, LZLU**, TEL Apt Operator 0915834989 (mobile), 0905205004 (mobile).

E-Mail aeroklublucenec@gmail.com

**Prievidza, LZPE**, Fuel Avgas, Mogas, Jet A-1 available.

### SLOVENIA

**GENERAL**

Dolsko TMA 1 & 2, Mura TMA and Lubljana TMA 1/3 contact callsign changed from LJUBLJANA APPROACH to LJUBLJANA RADAR. LJUBLJANA APP FREQ 136.000 chgd to 132.475.

**Lubljana, (Brnik), LJLJ**, Call sign for APP freq 135.275 chgd from LJUBLJANA APPROACH to LJUBLJANA RADAR. Text chgd accordingly.

**TWY O4 estbd S of TWY E2, BTN TWYS O1 and O2.**

**Maribor, (Orehova Vas), LJMB**, EFF 10 OCT 19 Parking stand H1 estbd E of hangar. TWY C extended SE & SW leading to new parking stand H1.

**Murska Sobota, LMS**, EFF 01 MAR 18 Danger area LD-D101 established within lateral limits of TMA (C) Zagreb visible on the chart, vertical limits GND/9500'. LD-TR101 and LD-TS101 areas established, which lateral and vertical limits in coincidence with LD-D101.

**EFF 12 SEP 19 RWY 01/19 width chgd to 56m. RWY 09/27 length chgd to 1050m. Large trees penetrating APCH/TKOF and side surfaces of RWY 01/19.**

### SPAIN

**GENERAL**

EFF 19 JUL 18 RMZ (G) established within TMA Palma VFR sectors (with same lateral and vertical limits).

EFF 28 MAR 19 Upper limit of TMA (D) Barcelona chgd to FL 145 (EXC sector 3).

EFF 28 MAR 19 Upper limit of TMA (D) Galicia chgd to FL 145.

Information regarding aerodrome Gibraltar is now to be found under country name GIBRALTAR.

Information regarding aerodrome Melilla is now to be found under country name MELILLA.

Information regarding aerodromes El Berriel, Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria, Hierro, La Gomera, Lanzarote, La Palma, Tenerife North and Tenerife South are now to be found under country name CANARY IS.

Seville TMA Area 5 airspace Class chgd to (D) airspace.
Zaragoza TMA: Unless otherwise authorized by the Dirección General de Aviación Civil, the use of SSR transponder is compulsory for all aircraft flying within Zaragoza TMA at any level.

Albacete, (Albacete AB), LEAB, EFF 10 SEP 20
TWY RF1 estbl E of apron E5.
EFF 13 AUG 20 until APRX 13 FEB 21 Configuration of the CIV Apron will be modified due to a provisional hangar located on the SE part of Apron. ACFT with wingspan of 15m or more should request guidance from TWR before entering the CIV Apron. For ACFT of smaller wingspan, guidance will be AVBL by prior request to TWR and it will be mandatory whenever there is a code letter B or C ACFT parked on the Apron. All current parking stands are cancelled. Parking stands estbld W of provisional hangar: Parking A1 - A4 (MAX wingspan 11m) and Parking B (MAX wingspan 20m). Pls check current NOTAMs.

Andorra, (La Seu d’Urgell), LESU, Until 15 Jul 20
1700-2200 Following procedures not usable: REP’s ‘E-2’ and ‘S-2’ when entering extended FIZ for ARR; extended FIZ for DEP and corresponding COM failure: ‘extended FIZ by REP E-2’ not usable.

Asturias, LEAS, EFF 18 JUN 20 until APRX 18 JUN 21
Works will be carried out in several phases in the movement area to resurface the RWY and several TWYS. Also lighting (RL, RCLL, ALS) will be affected. Dates and operational incidents will be published by NOTAM.

Badajoz, (Talavera La Real AB), LEIZ, EFF 11 SEP 20
Inbound ACFT will establish radio contact before entering the CTR (instead of 25 NM from AD during the activity period of LE-R86).
EFF 01 FEB 18 RH traffic circuit 31 ALT published at 1600’ and radio failure circuit (N of RWY) ALT published at 1100’.
Until APRX 27 FEB 21 TWY C4 will remain closed.

Burgos, LEBG, EFF 05 FEB 15 AFIS unit contact phone number to be used in case of COM FAILURE: TEL: +34-947 478 587.

Castellon De La Plana, LECN, Fuel F-3, Jet A-1 (irregular service, TEL 630942192 (mobile)).

Cordoba, LEBA, EFF 13 SEP 18 TWY H (HEL only) estbl between TWY A and Apron A.

EFF 19 JUL 18 RMZ (G) established within FIZ (G) Burgos with same lateral and vertical limits.

Cordoba, LEBA, EFF 13 SEP 18 TWY H (HEL only) estbl between TWY A and Apron A.

EFF 19 JUL 18 RMZ (G) established within FIZ (G) Cordoba with same lateral and vertical limits.

EFF 21 MAY 20 until APRX 20 MAY 21 PCL out of service.

EFF 26 MAR 20 PAPI 03 only usable between 1.8 NM and THR.

UFN AD op hr: Public use: 1200-1500LT. Restricted use (no commercial OPS): 0900-1200LT & 1500LT - SS (Summer at latest 2000LT, Winter at latest 1730LT).

During restricted use hours AD can be enabled for public use if requested at least 4hr in advance with the following data: -ACFT registration, -type of flight, -ACFT type, -expected dates and hours. During Public use hr commercial passenger flights O/R at least 24hr, O/T O/R at least 7 days in advance with the following data: -flight number, -flight class, -ACFT type, -expected dates and hours.

Girona, LEAG, Acft TKOF RWY 20 shall not begin the crosswind section until they are abreast of the town of Vilobi d’Onyar, avoiding overflying the urban centre. The left tailwind section of RWY 20 shall take place between the N-II motorway and the railway tracks, leaving the latter to the left and not incorporating into the path before reaching them.

Until APRX 10 FEB 21 Compliance works for slopes on TWY G3 and G4 will take place. The works will be divided into 2 phases. The start and end dates of each phase and any operational incident will be published by NOTAM. Caution is advised due to the presence of personnel and machinery.

Granada, LEGR, Area chart: EFF 28 MAR 19 Upper limit of TMA (D) Sevilla sector 6 chgd to FL 145.

Huesca, (Pirineos), LEHC, Until APRX 05 DEC 20 THR 12R and THR 30L identification lights u/s.

Until APRX 10 SEP 21 Switch-on of visual aids lights delayed by 15 MIN.

Ibiza, LEIB, EFF 30 JAN 20 until APRX 30 JUL 20 VOR ‘IBA’, freq 117.80 will be intermittently U/S due to works. Pls check current NOTAM.

Jerez, LEJR, Until APRX 31 DEC 20 VDF on freq 118.550 out of service.

Leon, LELN, EFF 10 OCT 19 until APRX 10 OCT 20 PAPI RWY 05 out of service.

EFF 25 APR 19 Text withdrawn: Final Approach Areas shall never be crossed without prior permission from TWR.

Until APRX 27 FEB 21 Grass RWY 06/24 & HEL LDG area will be closed. ABN U/S.

Lleida, (Alguair), LEDA, AD op hr: Summer 0800-2000LT, Winter 0800-1800LT.

EFF 18 JUN 20 until APRX 18 JUN 21 PRKG stands 1, 1A, 1B and 2A will remain closed.

Logrono, LERJ, EFF 26 MAR 20 until APRX 26 OCT 20 Works will take place on turn pads in 4 phases. During subphases 1C, 1D, 1E turn pad on THR 11 will be closed. During subphases 2C, 2D, 2E turn pad on THR 29 will be closed. Caution is recommended due to the possible presence of personnel and machinery during all phases. Pls check current NOTAM.

Madrid, (Cuatro Vientos), LECA, Area chart: EFF 07 NOV 19 until APRX 07 NOV 20 VOR part of VORTAC ‘VGE’, freq 112.05 will be U/S.

EFF 07 NOV 19 until APRX 07 NOV 20 VOR part of VORTAC ‘VGE’, freq 112.05 will be U/S.

Until APRX 27 FEB 21 THR 09 out of service.
Malaga, (Costa del Sol), LEMG, EFF 18 JUN 20 until APRX 18 JUN 21 Paving repairing works will be carried out on several areas and several phases. Caution is advised due to presence of personnel and machinery. All working areas shall be duly marked and lit. Dates and operational incidents will be published by NOTAM.

Until APRX 07 NOV 20 Air TWY EH out of service.

Mallorca, (Son Bonet), LESA, EFF 10 SEP 20 Until APRX 09 SEP 21 CAUTION: During landing on RWY 06L at LEPA/LESL, civil VFR TFC to the N of the CTR, between Mallorca (Son Bonet) AD and REP E (Inca), is recommended to maintain listening watch on PALMA TOWER (ARR) for possible instrument TFC on missed APCH. Do not pass the lower limit of TMA and maintain separation from IFR TFC.

Palma De Mallorca, LEPA, EFF 02 JAN 20 until 01 JAN 21 Different actions on the airfield will be carried out (part 1/2): Works on margins BTN the Apron and TWYs (levelling of the islets, new duct bank and combs for current lighting compliance). Works for drainage in islets S of TWY LINK (levelling of the islet BTN gates G and J, new drainage system for the islet, new duct bank and combs for current lighting compliance). Actions on the AD for compliance with European regulations (as far as over-widths, ACFT stand markings and OBST are concerned) and compliance works on aeronautical lighting and vertical markings (compliance with European regulations as far as lighting and vertical markings are concerned). (Movement, demolition, installation of new boards and various improvements of existing ones).

EFF 02 JAN 20 until 01 JAN 21 Different actions on the airfield will be carried out (part 2/2): Temporarily and partial closure of TWYs, gates & parking stands will occur. The start and end dates of each phase and subphase, as well as any operational incident, will be announced by the corresponding NOTAM. Caution is recommended due to the presence of personnel and machinery.

EFF 13 AUG 20 HS3: CAUTION: Zone of possible disorientation, special attention to markings and ATC instructions required. Wingtip clearance required.

Restricted area LE-R115 enlarged to NE by APRX 15 NM and 10 NM to S.

Until APRX 09 SEP 21 CAUTION: During landing on RWY 06L, TFC to the N of the CTR, between Mallorca (Son Bonet) AD and REP E, is recommended to maintain listening watch on PALMA TOWER (ARR) for possible instrument TFC on missed APCH. Do not pass the lower limit of TMA and maintain separation from IFR TFC.

Pamplona, LEPP, EFF 01 OCT 19 until APRX 30 SEP 20 Works to level slopes in the strips and RWYs end safety area will be carried out in 4 phases. Caution is advised due to presence of personnel and machinery. Please check current NOTAMs.

EFF 21 JUL 16 LDA RWY 15 shortened to 2205m.

EFF 26 MAY 16 Final APCH area withdrawn.

TWY B established E of TWY A.

Salamanca, (Matacal), LESA, EFF 10 SEP 20 COM failure route now parallel and APRX 1 NM N of East route. ACFT joining the COM failure circuit shall do so around the control TWR, maintaining appropriate safety DIST from the RWY and the main TWY, paying special attention to other ACFT which may be estbld in the visual circuits or making use of the RWY.

San Sebastian, LESO, EFF 11 OCT 18 RWY 04/22 length 1754m reduced to RWY 04 1591m and RWY 22 1590m.

EFF 23 APR 20 until APRX 23 APR 21 Turn pad compliance and RWY strip obstacle works will be carried out in four phases. During phase 2 RWY 04 turn pad centre line lights and RWY edge light next to the turn pad will be out of service. During phase 3 RWY 22 turn pad centre line lights and RWY edge light next to the turn pad will be out of service. The start and end dates of each phase and any operational incident will be published by NOTAM.

TMA (E) Biarritz 4 withdrawn.

Until APRX 16 JAN 21 Crane 72’ erected APRX 0.7 NM NE of THR 22, SW of hospital.

Santander, (Seve Ballesteros-Santander), LEXJ, EFF 02 FEB 17 The RWY centre line and its extended line will never be crossed without prior clearance from APP or TWR.

EFF 23 JUL 15 AD name changed to ‘Seve Ballesteros-Santander’.

Santiago, (Rosalia de Castro), LEST, EFF 16 JUL 20 until APRX 16 JUL 21 Installation of two new intermediate holding positions on TWY T, BTN TWY E1 and TWY D1 and BTN TWY E4 and TWY D4. Caution is recommended due to the presence of personnel and machinery. The start and end dates of each phase and any operational incident will be published by NOTAM.

EFF 18 JUL 20 AD name ‘Rosalia de Castro’ estbld for Santiago AD.

EFF 21 MAY 20 until APRX 21 MAY 21 Works will be performed for the visual aids in the AD. The works will take place in 9 phases. The start and end dates of each phase, as well as any operational incident arising, will be announced by NOTAM.

Until APRX 20 MAY 21 Pavement firming works on TWY E1 and E2 and construction of a wall will take place in five phases where TWY E2, E1 and T between E1 and D1 will be closed. During phases 3 and 4 TORA RWY 17 chgd to 3020m, TORA RWY 35 chgd to 3080m and LDA RWY 35 chgd to 2930m. Caution is recommended due to the presence of personnel and machinery. Each phase will be activated by NOTAM.

Teruel, LETL, ALS estbld.

© JEPPESEN, 2020. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
EFF 05 DEC 19 Departing VFR flights intending to continue their flight under IFR rules will formulate a ‘Z’ flight plan and contact Madrid ACC at least 15 MIN before expected time of entry in controlled airspace via TEL (916785101/916566596, Control room Supervisor) or via radio (freq 133.850, Castejón Lower sector). This communication does not replace the compulsory radio call to request, once airborne, clearance into controlled airspace.

EFF 16 AUG 18 CAUTION: Birds in vicinity of AD (occasional sighting of vultures at the Cerro Gordo ravine (3.2 NM E of the AD) and the Teruel landfill (7.0 NM SE of the AD).

EFF 19 JUL 18 RMZ (G) established within ATZ (G) Teruel with same lateral and vertical limits.

**Valencia, (Manises), LEVC, E-Mail vlvc_ceops@aena.es**

Handling General Aviation Service E-Mail changed to valencia@generalaviation.es

Until APRX 12 AUG 21 Works in the movement area will be carried out in 5 phases. Caution is recommended due to presence of personnel and machinery. Please check current NOTAMs.

**Vigo, LEVX,** EFF 26 MAR 20 Left bar of PAPI 19: The view of one of the four units is progressively lost due to the GP tower which stands in front of it.

**Vitoria, LEVT,** VDF on APP/TWR freqs withdrawn.

**Zaragoza, LEZG,** EFF 07 NOV 19 until APRX 07 NOV 20 ABN U/S.

EFF 21 MAY 20 until APRX 21 MAY 21 Compliance works will be carried out on the Civil Apron. All the working zones will be duly marked and lit. Caution is recommended due to the presence of personnel and machinery. Pls check current NOTAMs.

### SWEDEN

**Almhult, (Mockeln), ESMU,** High trees in approach sector RWY 03.

**Arboga, ESQO,** EFF 13 AUG 20 RWY 15/33 length chgd to 1700m. THR 33 displaced 300m.

TEL AD (0589) 81844.

**Arvildsjaure, ESNX,** AD op hr/TWR hr: By NOTAM.

PPR for all non-SKED traffic outside TWR hr. Request Mon-Fri 0800-1600LT via TEL (0960) 17380 or E-Mail info@arvildsjaurreport.se.

TMZ in briefing strip should read RMZ.

**Backamo, ESGA,** VOR ‘HAR’ (N57 49 E012 41) freq 117.50 perm withdrawn.

**Dala-Jarna, ESDK,** EFF 30 JAN 20 TIA/RMZ Mora 2900'/5000' lateral limits enlarged: now situated NE of AD.

**Esilstuna, ESSU,** EFF 10 SEP 20 TIZ/RMZ Esilstuna extent chgd: Corridor with a width of 8 NM N of AD, now overlapping with CTR (C) Vasteras APRX 3.5 NM in NW, northeast border along the coast line. TIA/RMA Esilstuna(1500'/4500') estbl above TIZ/RMZ Esilstuna with overlapping on all sides.

NDB ‘NN’, freq 382 withdrawn.

**Fagerhult, ESMF,** EFF 24 MAY 18 LJUNGBYHED CONTROL freq 129.550 changed to 129.555.

**ÄNGELHOLM CONTROL freq** 132.450 chgd to 132.455.

**Falkenberg, (Morup), ESGF,** EFF 31 JAN 19 South part of TMA Halmstad enlarged APRX 2.3 NM to the west.

**Gagnef, ESVG,** EFF 30 JAN 20 TIA/RMZ Mora 2900'/5000' lateral limits enlarged: now situated NW of AD.

TEL ACB 0739925493 (mobile), 0730525989 (mobile), 0739124673 (mobile).

**Goteborg, (Landvetter), ESGG,** TWY E limited, not approved to use after LDG RWY 21. TWY C limited, not approved to use after LDG RWY 03. Exemptions can be made for EMERG or Light ACFT.

Until 31 DEC 20 Exceptions for school and exercise FLT: starts, LDG or APP/DEP may be granted. DPR H24 shall be requested from air traffic control (LUV) by call: esggw@flfv.se.

**Gotteborg, (Save), ESGP,** EFF 26 MAR 20 PAPI 19 withdrawn.

**Hagfors, ESOH,** EFF 06 DEC 18 VDF AVBL on freq 122.230.

TMZ in briefing strip should read RMZ.

**Hagshult, ESMV,** JÖNköpING TOWER freq 118.250 chgd to 118.255.

**Hallefors, ESHV,** AD elev CHGD to 600'.

**Halmstad, ESMT,** EFF 30 JAN 20 RCLL 01/19 estbl.

EFF 31 JAN 19 TMA Halmstad sectors a and c enlarged APRX 2.5 NM to W. Boundary now out of chartframe.

**Hasselholm, (Bokeberg), ESFA,** Check www.hlmfk.se for contact & operational information.

**Katrineholm, ESVK,** ÖSTGÖTA CONTROL freq 132.95 chgd to 132.955.

**Koping, ESOQ,** EFF 13 AUG 20 PCL AVBL. Traffic circuit at 1000'. Climb to 1000' track 50° or 240° until initiating turn. Avoid repeated TGL. No TGL from 2000-0800LT. No flying below 2000' over city.

TEL: ACB (0221) 20445. AD 0730947051 (mobile), 0736290905 (mobile), 0705110169 (mobile). E-Mail kopingsfk@gmail.com

**Kramfors, ESNK,** AD op hr: H24. AFIS hr: by Notam. VFR traffic outside AFIS hr upon discretion of pilot in command.

**Kristianstad, ESMK,** EFF 15 AUG 19 Observe group of high wind turbines between REP SOUTHWEST and the AD.

**Linkoping, (Saab), ESSL,** EFF 21 MAY 20 When ATS is closed TKOF RWY 11 shall be made 700m from THR to get full visibility.

**Ljungbyhed, ESLT,** EFF 28 MAR 19 Paved area S of TWY B designated Apron 1. Paved area N of TWR designated Apron 3.

**Lulea, (Kallax AB), ESPA,** Until 01 SEP 20 APN 12B closed.

**Lyecke, ESNL,** TMZ in briefing strip should read RMZ.
Malmo, ESMS, Area chart: EFF 31 JAN 19 TMA Halmstad sectors a (S part) and c (N part) enlarged APRX 2.5 NM to W. TMA Malmo sector: SWEDEN CONTROL freq 131.280 estbid.

Orebro, ESOE, EFF 11 OCT 18 RWY 01/19 extended to S, New RWY length 3270m. TOHA/LDA same as RWY length.

Oresten, ESGM, VOR ‘HAR’ (N57 49 E012 41) freq 117.50 perm withdrawn.

Oskarshamn, ESMO, EFF 25 MAY 17 All lighting no longer available.

Oviken, ESUO, EFF 13 AUG 20 RWY 18/36 dimensions chgd to 750m x 20m.

Fuel: F-3- UL-91 (O/R).

Pajala, ESUP, TMZ in briefing strip should read RMZ.

Sandvik, ESFS, Restricted area ES-R52 upper limit chgd to 2000'.

Satenas, (Satenas AB), ESIB, EFF 07 NOV 19 PAPI 01 (3.0") estbid.

Skovde, ESGV, EFF 21 MAY 20 Unpaved RWY width reduced from 100m to 60m.

Stockholm, (Bromma), ESSB, Until 26 NOV 20 Lighted cranes up to 240' APRX 370m estbid N of THR 30, E of Apron East. Until APRX 25 MAR 21 Lighted crane 325' within DEP route to REP 'BOSON' estbd W of ES-R102.

Stockholm, (Skavsta), ESKN, UFN PAPI 16 out of service.

Stockholm, (Västerås), ESOW, EFF 10 SEP 20 TIZ/RMZ Eskilstuna extest chgd: Corridor with a width of 8 NM, northern boundary moved to S, now along the coast line and overlapping with CTR (C) Vasteras APRX 3.5 NM. TIA/RMZ Eskilstuna (1500'/4500') estbd above TIZ/RMZ Eskilstuna, around and S of AD.

EFF 15 AUG 19 During TWR op hr correct VFR entry and exit point should be used according to RWY in use, RWY 01 entry points are VIKHUS and GOLFBANAN. RWY 01 exit points are ROMFARTUNA and BJÖRKSTA. RWY 19 entry points are ROMFARTUNA and BJÖRKSTA. RWY 19 exit points are VIKHUS and GOLFBANAN.

ATC clearance may deviate.

Stode, (Prastbordet), EFF 13 AUG 20 TMA (D) Sundsvall (1000' SFC/FL 155) replaced by: TMA (C) Sundsvall a (2500'/FL 95) in the visible northern half and TMA (C) Sundsvall b (2000'/FL 95) in the southern half. TMA (C) Sundsvall d (4500'/FL 95) estbd adjacent W of TMA a & b but E of AD.

Storvik, (Lemstanas), ESOL, ICAO Location Indicator established.


Umea, ESNU, Until 31 OCT 20 Stands 5-9 on southern part of Terminal Apron closed for maintenance.


Vidsel, (Vidsel AB), ESPE, TEL: Apt Operator (0929) 37000, Fax 37105. AD Coordinator 0730910246 (mobile).

E-mail f21-vidselairbase@mil.se

Vilhelmina, ESNV, TMZ in briefing strip should read RMZ.

Visby, ESSV, NDB ‘OV’, freq 351 withdrawn.

Västerås, (Johannisberg), ESSX, EFF 10 SEP 20 TIA/RMZ Eskilstuna (1500'/4500') estbd APRX 3 NM SE of AD.

SWITZERLAND

GENERAL

Text section 1.1: Airspace Management Office Switzerland (ASMO) TEL changed from 058 460 30 02 to 043 931 62 33.

Text section 1.1: Special Flight Office Switzerland (SFO) renamed to Special Flight Office (SFO) Tool Support Office.

Amlikon, LSPA, TEL AD 0716511313. Apt Operator 0763607260 (mobile).

Geneva, LSGG, Area chart: EFF 12 SEP 19 TMA (C) Lyon 8 COM chgd to GENEVE DELTA 119.175.

Hausen am Albis, LSZN, UFN Grass RWY 09/27 CLSD.

Lausanne, (La Blecherette), LSGL, Parking area BTN hangars 1-3 and TWYS are designated as Apron South, parking area BTN hangars 4-7 SW of hangar 8 are designated as Apron North.

Lugano, LSZA, AD op hr: Mon-Fri 0800-1200LT & 1330-1730LT. Sat Sun Hol 0830-1200LT & 1330-1800LT. O/T PPR for all FLT’s between 0700-2200LT, request before 1700LT with MNM 24hr notice before ETD/ETA via E-Mail gahandling@luganoairport.ch

LUGANO TOWER on freq 122.550 (alternate) withdrawn.

Saenen, LSGK, AD elevation chgd to 3307'.

EFF 23 MAY 19 until APRX 31 DEC 19 Eastern part of RWY S (of RWY) closed from APRX mid of RWY of hangar (N of RWY) to the end due to construction works. Pls check current NOTAMs.

Schauffhausen, LSPF, Traffic circuit ALT chgd to 2100'.

Sion, LGS, Area chart: EFF 29 MAR 18 Restricted areas LS-RGS1, LS-RGS2 and LS-RGS3 completely withdrawn.

EFF 08 DEC 16 Hangars South area renamed to Sector South-East. Area North renamed to Sector North.

EFF 08 NOV 18 ATIS freq 130.625 chgd to 130.630. SION GROUND freq 121.700 chgd to 121.705.

EFF 29 MAR 18 Restricted areas LS-RGS1 and LS-RGS2 completely withdrawn.

EFF 31 MAR 16 Restricted areas LS-RGS1, SFC/3000' (1000' SFC); LS-RGS2, 3000' (1000'SFC)/7500'; LS-RGS3, 4500' (1000' SFC)/9500' estbd east of CTR, lateral limits within TMA Sion 1 & 2.

PAPI 07 (4.0") established. PAPI 25 changed to 4.0°.
Zurich, LSZH, EFF 27 FEB 20 CAUTION: Construction area estbld at northern edge of Heliport West. HEL parking stand 11 withdrawn.

Handling Motorfluggruppe Zurich, TEL 0798992211 (mobile), E-Mail handling@mfgz.ch, web http://www.mfgz.ch/handling

U.K.

GENERAL

CS WARTON APPROACH and WARTON ZONE chgd to WARTON RADAR.

London CTR ASP class chgd to (D), Mode S Transponder is mandatory.

Marham Lower Airspace Radar Service (LARS) CS chgd from MARHAM DIRECTOR to MARHAM ZONE.

Text section 2.2: EFF 10 SEP 20 CAA Airspace Regulation OPS, Tel: (01293) 768202 chgd to (01293) 983880.

Text section 2.2: EFF 14 SEP 20 until 18 DEC 20 Temporary Danger Area EG-D 097 (GND/1500) estbld. Times of activity: May be activated by NOTAM Mon-Fri: 0700-1700LT, EXC 11 NOV 20. Activity info by LILLE INFO and LONDON INFORMATION.

Text section 2.2: Until 30 NOV 20 Temporary Danger areas EG-D 398 A (GND/2000), EG-D 398 B (GND/3000) and EG-D 398 C (GND/3000) estbld. DAISA AVBL from WARTON RADAR and TEL (01772) 852374, CAA Airspace Regulation OPS, Tel: (01293) 983880.

Text Section 2.3.1.3: EFF 13 AUG 20 LARS freq for EXETER chgd from 128.975 to 128.980.

Text section 2.4: Disregard subsection Second Stage Flight Plans.

Waddington & Scampton MATZ crossing freq chgd to 119.500.

Alderney, EGJA, EFF 23 APR 20 Warning: Obstruction on RWY 26 APCH & RWY 08 TKOF track up to 303° at N49 42.5 W02 12.5.

Bagby, (Thirsk), EGNG, EFF 10 SEP 20 MATZ Topcliffe stub 1000' AAL/3000' AAL removed.

EFF 21 MAY 20 Topcliffe ATZ contact freq chgd from TOPCLIFFE APPROACH 125.000 to LEEMING ZONE 133.375.

Beccles, EGSM, Authorised vehicles and farm TFC may use the gated access to the disused RWY W of the AD.

Belfast, (Aldergrove), EGAA, Until APRX SEP 19 NDB ‘OY’ is unserviceable.

Biggin Hill, EGKB, EFF 16 JUL 20 CAUTION: Sections of TWY F exceed the maximum longitudinal slope requirements. A section of the TWY graded area to the north of TWY F has an upslope of 5.8%.

RWY 03 ALS estbld.

Birmingham, EGBB, EFF 07 NOV 19 CTA (D) Birmingham 10 (FL 65/FL 105) estbld, S & W of CTA Birmingham 4, 5 & 7.

EFF 10 SEP 20 VRP M40 JUNCTION 15 (WARWICK) withdrawn.

Blackbushe, EGLK, EFF 10 SEP 20 Text ‘RWY 25 DEP: If departing to the N or W, straight out DEP are permitted with a turn either left or right to avoid overflying Hartley Wintney.’ chgd to ‘RWY 25 DEP: If departing to the N or W straight out DEP are permitted with a turn to the right to avoid overflying Hartley Wintney’.

Blackpool, EGNH, Until 30 NOV 20 Temporary Danger areas EG-D 398 A (GND/2000'), EG-D 398 B (GND/3000') and EG-D 398 C (GND/3000') estbld within lateral limits of MATZ Warton (GND/3000'AAL) and MATZ Warton (1000'AAL/3000'AAL).

Cambridge, EGSC, EFF 16 JUL 20 Paved area between holding PSNs A & B now designated as Eastern Apron.

Until 11 DEC 20 A lift crane with a steady red light will be operating 0.9 NM SSW of THR 05 up to 266’.

Cardiff, EGFF, EFF 30 JAN 20 VRP BLADGON LAKE (N51 20.2 W02 42.8) estbld. VRP WESTON AERODROME (N51 20.3 W02 56.6) withdrawn.

Cranwell, EGYD, Text deleted: ‘Visiting ACFT are to note that the grass RWYs S from RWY edge and parallel to RWY 08/26 may be use with circuits flown inside the main visual circuit. Both circuits are flown independent of and co-incident to the main circuit’.

Darlington, (Teesside INTL), EGVN, EFF 10 SEP 20 MATZ Topcliffe stub 1000' AAL/3000' AAL removed.

Dundee, EGPN, EFF 12 SEP 19 Pilots are to be aware of possible turbulence on both RWYs when the wind has a northerly component in excess of 10 KT.

Earls Colne, EGSR, EFF 26 MAR 20 Pilots may experience wind shear on either RWY, particularly with a strong southerly wind. Caution required when taxiing in the vicinity of manoeuvring HEL due to down-wash.

East Midlands, EGNX, EFF 13 AUG 20 VRPs CHURCH BROUGHTON, BOTTESFORD, MELTON MOWBRAY names changed to CHURCH BROTHERTON (DISUSED AD), BOTTESFORD (DISUSED AD), MELTON MOWBRAY (DISUSED AD).

EFF 20 JUN 19 Apron estbld N of building positioned E of holding PSN J. TWY K estbld between this building and TWY A (close to holding PSN A8).

Enstone, EGTN, AD elevation chgd from 550' to 565'.

Exeter, EGTE, Until 14 DEC 20 Building construction works involving the use of a lift tower crane will be taking place 2 NM W of THR 08 up to 246’.

Farnborough, EGLF, EFF 13 AUG 20 East Apron extended to N and W.

Great Massingham, EFF 01 JAN 20 Norwich FMC Area estbld southeast of AD.

Inverness, EGPE, Until APRX OCT 21 Due to Surface Water Drainage Works the swales (ditch system) adjacent to the RWY 23 and RWY 29, will be lined and enlarged and culverts will be
extended. The works will be carried out into 2 phases. All works will be out-with the movement area and associated strips to minimise any operational impact. RWY 11/29 will be out of use during work phases alongside the RWY strip. Use as a taxi route will be permitted. Overflight of works adjacent to the SAR and Helimed hangars will be minimised through co-ordination with ATC. For more info contact: Dan Mason, Airfield Operations Manager, TEL: 01667-464012.

Ledbury, (Velcourt), AD ELEV CHGD to 155'.
GLOSTER APPROACH freq 128.55 chgd to 128.555. Lower Airspace Radar Service (LARS) chgd from BRISTOL FITTON RADAR 122.72 to BRIZE RADAR 124.275. AD name 'Velcourt' withdrawn.

Leeds East, EGCN, LARS freq DURHAM RADAR changed from 118.850 to 118.855.

Lee-on-Solent, EGHF, LEE RADIO 118.925: A/G service chgd to AFIS service. C/s chgd from LEE RADIO to LEE INFORMATION.

Leuchars, (Leuchars AB), EGQL, PAPI 08 chgd to 3.5° and PAPI 26 chgd to 3.0°. RWY 08/26 length chgd to 2811m.

London, (Gatwick), EGKK, Until APRX 15 JUN 20 Construction works on TWYs. TWY N closed between TWY Z & NA. TWY J closed between TWY P and the end of Terminal Pier 2. Please check current NOTAMs.

London, (Heathrow), EGLL, Applications for prior permission must be made in writing not more than 10 days and not less than 24 hours before the proposed flight to the Director of Operations, The Compass Centre, Nelson Road, Heathrow Airport, TEL (020) 87574470.

MATZ (G) Odiham upper limit chgd to 3000' AAL.

London, (Luton), EGGW, AD: VFR ACFT operating into/out of London (Luton) should file a flight plan in advance. In exceptional circumstances 'booking out' may be made with ATC via TEL (01582) 395029; 'booking out' of FLT's by RTF will not be accepted.

UFN Work in progress adjacent to and affecting TWYs A, D and B in several phases. TWY closures will be promulgated by NOTAM and ATIS messages.

Lydd, EGMD, Until 30 SEP 20 Temporary Danger Areas EG-D 09B, EG-D 09C, EG-D 09D, EG-D 09E (GND/1700') estbld over water E of Danger area EG-D 141 and restricted area EG-R 63.

Manchester, EGCC, Area chart: Until 30 NOV 20 Temporary Danger areas EG-D 398 A (GND/2000'), EG-D 398 B (GND/3000') and EG-D 398 C (GND/3000') estbld within lateral limits of MATZ Warton.

UFN TWY J will remain closed between holding positions J1 and J2.

Until 31 MAY 20 Work will take place with tower and mobile cranes operating. Large WIP area centred on TWYs D, P & L. TWY P (holding PSN P4) closed HN.

Middle Wallop, (Middle Wallop Army), EGVP, All MATZ crossings not below 500' AAL. No flying below 2000' in area. Fixed wing and intensive rotary operations up to 2000'. HEL arriving or departing the AD on RWY 08/26 will pass beneath the fixed wing circuit. Circuit TFC either side of extended radar centre-line. Danebury Hill (565') 1.1 NM SE of AD.

Farnborough Frequency Monitoring Code (FMC) area estbld NE of The Hawk Conservancy. Squawk 4572, FARNBOROUGH RADAR 125.250.

Netherthorpe, EGNF, DONCASTER APPROACH freq 126.230 chgd to 126.225.

Newcastle, (City Heliport), Heliport elevation chgd to 50'.

Newtownards, EGAD, EFF 10 SEP 20 Two unlicensed RWYs estbld: Grass RWY 680m x 23m estbld parallel and adjacent W of RWY 03/21 and N of RWY 08/26 & 03/21 intersection; Grass RWY 325m x 25m estbld parallel and SE E of RWY 15/33N and E of RWY 03/21 & 15/33 intersection. Grass TWY estbld along SE boundary of the AD, connecting THR's 26 & 33 and Main Apron.

Nottingham, EGBN, EFF 27 FEB 20 WARNING: Fast-jet ACFT operates from the AD.

Pembrey, EGFP, EFF 02 FEB 17 EG-D118 vertical limits changed to GND/12,000'.

Perannport, EGTP, Danger Area EG-D 6B (GND/1500') renamed EG-D 6C and upper limit chgd to 8000'.

EFF 28 MAR 19 Danger Area EG-D6 renamed to EG-D6B.

Peterborough, (Sibson), EGSP, EAST MIDLANDS APPROACH freq 134.175 chgd to EAST MIDLANDS RADAR 134.180.

Pocklington, LARS freq DURHAM RADAR changed from 118.850 to 118.855.

Sandtoft, EGCF, DONCASTER APPROACH freq 126.230 chgd to 126.225.

Southampton, EGHI, MATZ (G) Odiham upper limit chgd to 3000' AAL.

Stapleford, EGSG, EFF 08 NOV 18 TMA London Airspace freq 119.775 chgd to 119.780 and freq 131.130 withdrawn.

Warton, EGNO, EFF 21 MAY 20 VRP WINTER HILL MAST (N53 37.5 W002 30.9) estbld.

Until 30 NOV 20 Temporary Danger areas EG-D 398 A (GND/2000'), EG-D 398 B (GND/3000') and EG-D 398 C (GND/3000') estbld within lateral limits of MATZ Warton (GND/3000'AAL) and MATZ Warton (1000 AAL/3000' AAL).

West Wales, (Aberporth), EGFA, EFF 10 SEP 20 TWY B estbld N of RWY 07/25 APRX 150m W of TWY A connecting new hangar. Hot Spot HS2 estbld at new TWY B, with same description as HS1.

Wolverhampton, EGBO, EFF 26 MAR 20 Southern Asphalt Parking area closed.
York, (Rufforth), For GLD only: 200m grass extension estbld E of RWY 23W THR. For TKOF on RWY 05E and overrun for LDGs on RWY 23E: 200m grass extension estbld W of RWY 05E THR.